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Arab Americans

the sense of an Israel
lobby." Zogby also said
"The reality about Arab
Americans is that we are
emerging as a political
group."[17]

Researchers Sherri
Replogle and Khalil Mar-
rar write: "While pro-
Arab lobbying pales in
comparison to those of
the pro-Israel lobby, the
end of the Cold-War, the
current war on terrorism,
and clear American and
international support for
the two-state solution as
manifested by public
opinion polls, policymak-
ers' statements, and
United Nations Security
Council Resolutions
1397 and 1515, provide
the pro-Arab lobby with
a crucial opportunity to
realize its vision of Pales-
tinian statehood."[18]
[citation needed]
In 2010 lobbyists paid by
the government of Egypt
succeeded in preventing
the Senate from passing a
bill calling on Egypt to
curtail human rights
abuses.[10]
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The Invisible Alliance
That Undermines Amer-
ica's Interests in the Mid-
dle East, the informal
Arab lobby includes tens
of millions of dollars
donated to American Uni-
versities for Islamic stud-
ies, because these funds
flow only to universities
that teach courses and
hire scholars whose work
meets with the approval
of the oil states, courses
are not offered and
research is not pursued on
the ideology or structure
radical Islam, Arab anti-
Americanism, or Arab
anti-Semitism, instead,
courses are taught and
studies pursued on such
themes as Zionism as an
illegitimate political
movement, or form of
European imperialism,
and Jewishness is a
largely mythological and
invented history.[7][15]

Power of lobby 

Mitchell Bard, author of
2010 book The Arab
Lobby and a former edi-
tor of the "Near East
Report", a weekly news-
letter published by the
American Israel Public
Affairs Committee, writes
that "from the beginning,
the Arab lobby has faced
not only a disadvantage
in electoral politics but
also in organization."[4]
Academics Ali A. Mazrui
and Nabeel A. Khoury
have also written about
the virtual non-existence
of an Arab lobby in
America.[16]
In a 2007 State Depart-
ment Foreign Press Cen-
ter Briefing James Zogby
of the Arab American
Institute denied Arab
Americans lobby for
Arab governments. He
told an audience: "There
are many Arab lobbies.
Each Arab government
hires lobbyists to do their
work for them. And we
Arab Americans are not
an Arab lobby. I think
that the thing in the Jew-
ish community that's
interesting is that the
Jewish community is sup-
portive of Israel and the
Israeli Government works
very closely with ele-
ments in the American
Jewish community
around a convergence of
ideas and issues and inter-
ests, and that has created

The American-Arab Anti-
Discrimination Commit-
tee (ADC) was started in
1980 by United States
Senator James Abourezk.
It is the largest Arab-
American grassroots civil
rights organization in the
United States. Former US
Congresswoman Mary
Rose Oakar is the current
president. ADC is at the
forefront in addressing
anti-Arabism - discrimi-
nation and bias against
Arab Americans. It also
advocates what it calls a
more balanced US policy
towards the Middle East.
[13]
The Arab American Insti-
tute ("AAI"), founded in
1985 by James Zogby, is

a non-profit, membership
organization and advo-
cacy group based in
Washington D.C. that
focuses on the issues and
interests of Arab-
Americans nationwide.
The organization seeks to
increase the visibility of
Arab-American involve-
ment as voters and candi-
dates in the American
political system. It issues
"Action Alerts" and
encourages individual
lobbying and participa-
tion in an annual national
lobby day. It has pro-
moted actively professors
John Mearsheimer and
Stephen Walt's book The
Israel Lobby and U.S.
Foreign Policy.[14]

Informal Arab lobby 

According to Mitchell
Bard, author of 2010
book The Arab Lobby:

American government.
[10] This includes the
Saudi Arabia lobby,
Egypt lobby and the
Libya lobby.
In the wake of 9/11,
Saudi Arabia hired the
lobbying firms Patton
Boggs and Qorvis, pay-
ing $14 million a year.
[10][11]
Lobby fees paid by Arab
governments to individ-
ual firms "commonly"
reach levels of $50,000
and above. In 2009 alone
the United Arab Emirates
spent $5.3 million, as the
Emirates were seeking
nuclear technology. In
2009 Morocco spent $3
million and Algeria spent
$600,000 on Washington,
D.C. lobbyists, and Tur-

key spent $1.7 million.
According to Howard
Marlowe, president of the
American League of Lob-
byists, “These kinds of
regimes have a lot of
money at their disposal,
and that’s a great attrac-
tion.”[10]
According to ProPublica,
4 of the top 10 govern-
ments lobbying in Wash-
ington are Arab, in terms
of spending. The United
Arab Emirates places
first, having spent
$10,914,002 in 2007 and
2008. Iraq, Morocco and
Saudi Arabia also each
spent over $3 million,
and the non-Arab, Middle
Eastern nation of Turkey
also spent over $3 mil-
lion.[12]

Arab American civil
rights and advocacy

groups 

sure Israel, as well pro-
Palestinian protests and
letter-writing campaigns.
Lewis states that they also
offered testimony to con-
gress and criticized
Israel's congressional and
organizational supporters,
sought to pass pro-
Palestinian resolutions in
state and national party
platforms; offering pro-
Palestinian testimony
before Congress and
attempted to sue Israel in
U.S. courts. According to
Lewis after the Palestine
Liberation Organization
had reached an agreement
with Israel, there was
some division among the
groups, however they
continue to lobby for Pal-

estinians.[9]

Lobbying by Arab states

Many of the players in the
Arab lobby are paid
directly by Arab govern-
ments, the New York
Times describes them as
an "elite band of former
members of Congress,
former diplomats and
power brokers who have
helped Middle Eastern
nations navigate diplo-
matic waters here on deli-
cate issues like arms
deals, terrorism, oil and
trade restrictions." Power-
ful lobbyists working on
behalf of the Arab lobby
include Bob Livingston,
Tony Podesta, and Toby
Moffett. Arab govern-
ments have paid "tens of
millions of dollars" to
"top" lobbying firms that
work to influence the

The Arab lobby in the
United States is a collec-
tion of formal and infor-
mal groups and profes-
sional lobbyists paid
directly by Arab govern-
ments that lobby the pub-
lic and government of the
United States on behalf of
Arab interests.[1][dead
link] and/or on behalf of
Arab-American rights in
the United States.[2][3]

Origins  

According to Mitchell
Bard in an article for the
Jewish Virtual Library,
Isaiah L. Kenen, the
founder of American
Zionist Committee for
Public Affairs or
"AZCPA" (which became
American Israel Public
Affairs Committee or
"AIPAC"), wrote of the
Arab lobby's roots in the
1950s "petro-diplomatic
complex" that comprised
the "oil industry, mission-
aries, and diplomats."
Bard states that in 1951
King Saud of Saudi Ara-
bia asked U.S. diplomats
to finance a pro-Arab
lobby to counter
AZCPA.[4] Mitchell Bard
in his book The Arab
Lobby: The Invisible
Alliance That Under-
mines America's Interests
in the Middle East, states
that the approach has not
changed since the days of
King Saud;[5] the basic
message, according to
Bard, is that the Saudis
and the Gulf States have
the oil and will supply it
to America and its allies
on the condition that
America keeps the Arab
ruling families in power.
[6] Bard further states
that the subsidiary clause
is that the Arab oil states
will also purchase arms
($100 billion worth over
the last 50 years) to keep
themselves in power and
able to produce oil.[7]
Mitchell Bard also alleges
"blackmail" . He claims
that from time to time the
United States criticized
the oil states for denying
human rights to their own
citizens, sponsoring mili-
tant who attack Israel,
spreading extremist forms
of Islam around the
world, and supporting ter-
rorism in many countries,
but this criticism in rap-
idly reigned in by threat-
ening to cut off the oil

supply.[7]
The National Association
of Arab-Americans
("NAAA"), founded in
1972, was a political
advocacy group whose
goals were "to strengthen
U.S. relations with Arab
countries and to promote
an evenhanded American
policy based on justice
and peace for all parties
in the Middle East."[8]
[dead link] In the early
1970s there was growing
anti-Arab sentiment
related to the Arab-Israeli
conflict and the 1973 oil
embargo, leading to gov-
ernment investigations,
executive orders, and leg-
islative provisions to
combat terrorism. These

especially impacted on
Arab American rights and
activism. The response
was the creation of
groups like the Associa-
tion of Arab-American
University Graduates, the
American-Arab Anti-
Discrimination Commit-
tee and the Arab Ameri-
can Institute.[2]

According to Michael
Lewis, Director of Policy
Analysis for the Ameri-
can Israel Public Affairs
Committee, for many
years these groups
worked together on the
Palestinian issue, includ-
ing through newspaper,
direct mail and advertis-
ing campaigns against
U.S. loan guarantees to
Israel and states' purchase
of Israel bonds, condem-
nation of Israeli human
rights and calls for the
U.S. government to pres-

Arab lobby in the United States
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What Other Torturous
Measures Will They

Inflict on the Tortured?
By Tamar Fleishman

The thousands of people who arrive at Qalandiya checkpoint
and its surroundings each day didn’t hold their breaths when
they heard Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
announcement that “unilateral actions by the Palestinians will be
responded by unilateral actions”.
What other unilateral actions could the Israeli government take
against the Palestinians in a reality in which millions of human
beings, from the moment of their birth and until their death, are
victims of commands, regulations and laws that enable theft and
torture?
When an entire community lives without basic rights, when
children and adults can’t control their daily lives, which have
been planned out unilaterally by men of power for tens of years?
What other hardships could the rule of occupation put before a

man who a week ago, while passing through Qalandiya check-
point on his way to his place of work (it was his place of work
until that day) in east Jerusalem, had his permit confiscated and
didn’t have any other choice but to become a peddler and have
his elder son as his assistant?
What else can be taken from children who have their childhood
stolen from them, in a reality in which each day more children
join the more senior peddlers and beggars at that dusty, filthy
and noisy place?
What Other Torturous Measures will they inflict on the Tor-
tured?
And what additional “unilateral measures” might be designed by
master minds that explained at the petition before the High
Court of Justice that the request of the athlete Nader al-Masri, a
resident of the Gaza strip, to participate in a competition in the
West Bank was denied due to “political and foreign relations
considerations“?
But the inconceivable is conceived by the woman beside whom
I crossed the checkpoint:
This woman, who was born in Nablus, was married to a resident
of Jerusalem and for the past eighteen years lived in her home in
Jerusalem with a permit for family unification. She knows that
the worst is lurking in every corner and might appear before her
at any moment.
She also knows that basic right for a family life might be taken
from her coldheartedly, and so she is very careful and silences
her husband (who is a resident of Jerusalem) when he becomes
angry that they are told to separate at the checkpoint and in spite
of her being fifty four years old and of her bad health, she is told
to get off the bus and cross through the part of the checkpoint
intended for residents of Palestine.

(Translated by Ruth Fleishman.)
- As a member of Machsomwatch, once a week Tamar Fleishman heads out to document the
checkpoints between Jerusalem and Ramallah. This documentation (reports, photos and videos)
can be found on the organization’s site: www.machsomwatch.org. The majority of the Spotlights
(an opinion page) that are published on the site had been written by her. She is also a member of
the Coalition of Women for Peace and volunteer in Breaking the Silence. She contributed this
article to PalestineChronicle.com.

A child at Qalandiya checkpoint. (Photo:
Tamar Fleishman/PC)
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SYRIA: DROUGHT COULD
FURTHER STRAIN ALREADY

THIN RESOURCES

UN says that lack of rain could add to the millions of Syrians
already in need of food ai .A looming drought in Syria could
push millions more people into hunger and exacerbate a refugee
crisis caused by years of civil war, the United Nations said on
Tuesday15-4-2014. Syria's breadbasket northwestern region has
received less than half of the average rainfall since September
and, if it stays dry up to wheat harvest time in mid-May, the
country – already reliant on aid for millions of people – will
need to import even more food. "A drought could put the lives
of millions more people at risk," Elisabeth Byrs, spokeswoman
for the U.N. World Food Programme (WFP), told a news brief-
ing. Based on rainfall data and satellite images, and with the
smallest area planted with wheat in 15 years, output of the
cereal is likely to be a record low of between 1.7 million and 2
million tons, as much as 29 percent less than last year and about
half of pre-conflict levels, the WFP said.
Barley and livestock production are also being hit.
In addition to the worst drought since 2008, three years of civil
war have ravaged infrastructure, leaving long-term damage to
irrigation due to impaired pumps and canals, power failures and
a lack of spare parts, the agency said. This will have "long-
lasting effects on Syria's agricultural production" even after
peace is restored, WFP said. The threat posed by drought means
the number of Syrians in need of emergency rations could rise
to 6.5 million, up from 4.2 million now, Byrs said.
The WFP, which reached a record 4.1 million people with
rations in March, said on Monday that it had to cut the size of
food parcels to hungry Syrians due to a shortage of funds from
donors. WFP says the operation in Syria is its biggest and most
complex, costing more than $40 million a week.
The funding figure includes the feeding of 1.5 million of the 2.6
million registered Syrian refugees who have fled to neighboring
countries, mainly Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq.
"We can expect more refugees to leave if, on top of the conflict,
they feel that their lives are in danger because there is no food.
But it's hard to say obviously because they could also move to
other parts of Syria," Fatoumata Lejeune-Kaba, spokeswoman
of the U.N. Refugee Agency, told reporters.
Overall, the U.N. has received just 16 percent of the $2.2 billion
sought for its aid operations inside Syria this year, with the
United States the largest donor at $108 million, followed by the
European Commission at $53.7 million and the United Arab
Emirates at $50 million.

Assad's culpability
Also on Tuesday, the U.N. human rights chief said that atroci-
ties by the Syrian government "far outweigh" crimes by the
opposition fighters. U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights
Navi Pillay said Syrian President Bashar Assad's regime is
"mostly responsible" for the human rights offenses in the coun-
try's three-year civil war. Pillay repeated her contention that
both sides' abuses should be documented and brought to the
International Criminal Court, "but you cannot compare the two.
Clearly the actions of the forces of the government far outweigh
the violations — killings, cruelty, persons in detention, disap-
pearances, far outweigh" those by the opposition. The commis-
sioner spoke to the media after briefing the U.N. Security Coun-
cil. Syrian Ambassador Bashar Ja'afari said her comments were
"part of an orchestrated pressure campaign" against Syria.
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Egypt

Cairo, Egypt - Over the past
90 years, the population of
Jewish Egyptians has fallen
from 80,000 to less than 40.
Today, just 11 Egyptian
Jews remain in Cairo.
Now, with the sudden death
of deputy community head
Nadia Haroun, Cairo's
dwindling Jewish popula-
tion faces a daunting strug-
gle to survive.
In the past, Egypt was seen
as a safe haven for Jews,
absorbing many who were
fleeing pogroms in Eastern
Europe and Russia in the
late 19th century. In the
early 1920s, Cairo devel-
oped a thriving Jewish pop-
ulation in the Darb al-
Barabira district, with many
Jewish businesses, houses of
worship and even schools.
"The Jews were once an
important part of society,
even as a minority. They
were very well-integrated
into different sides of soci-
ety - economically, politi-
cally, and artistically," said
Amir Ramses, director of
the 2013 documentary The
Jews of Egypt. The film
traces the complex story of
Egyptian Jewish identity,
from the beginning of the
20th century to the present.
After the 1948 war with the
newly formed state of Israel
- and Egypt's subsequent
wars with Israel - the popu-
lation of Egyptian Jews
dropped dramatically. Many
were ousted from the coun-
try. Those who left by
choice, went to Europe, and
a few ended up in Israel. A
small group remained stead-
fastly in Egypt, knowing the

persecution they would face.
During the rule of Gamal
Abdel Nasser, many Egyp-
tian Jews were expelled
from the country for being
perceived enemies of the
state. Even today, as Egypt
continues to stumble
through interlocking politi-
cal, social and economic cri-
ses, Israel and Zionism are
often tied to conspiracies to
subvert and weaken the
state. At rallies, some pro-
testers torch the Israeli flag
alongside the US flag, and
suspicious foreigners are
labelled as "Jewish spies".
"For 50 years, the word Jew
was combined with the word
Israel, or said in the same
context," said Ramses. "That

was somehow played by the
Egyptian media, educational
system, and the 50s and 60s
regime propaganda. Those
two words are really stuck
together."
In anticipation of Tuesday's
funeral service for Nadia
Haroun, police in black uni-
forms with automatic weap-
ons slung over their shoul-

ders lined the perimeter of
the building. Pick-up trucks
with young conscripts hold-
ing tear-gas shotguns were
stationed along the street
leading to the synagogue.
Set back from the street, the
Sha'ar Hashamayim ("Gate
of Heaven") synagogue in
Cairo is a tall, grey temple
with palm trees engraved on
all four sides. Completed in
1899, the synagogue was
built in a style meant to rep-
licate the grandness of
ancient Pharaonic temples
scattered throughout the
country. The design is also

meant to highlight Judaism's
unity with a shared Egyptian
past, from early civilisation
to the modern era.
The last time the synagogue
was full was during the
1960s. Today, it stands as a
lone symbol to a forgotten
element of the story of
Egypt.
Nadia Haroun was the
youngest of the remaining

community members. A
lawyer and architect, she
passed away suddenly from
a heart attack at age 59. She
and her sister Magda

Haroun, the presi-
dent of Cairo's
Jewish commu-
nity, worked
together to man-
age the affairs of
the dwindling
group. At her ser-
vice, family mem-
bers described her
as a voice for the
Jews.
"We are all in
shock right now,"
said Nevine
Amin, a close
friend of the

Haroun sisters.
The remaining 11 members
of the community are all
women, and the youngest is
now in her 60s. Many of the
group have converted over
time due to marriage restric-
tions. A Jewish man cannot
marry a Muslim woman, but
a Muslim man may marry a
Jewish woman, so the com-
munity has lost many male

members who are no longer
Jewish on official docu-
ments. In the Bassatine
cemetery, among the palm
fronds and crumbling tomb
markers, Nadia Haroun was
laid to rest. Slum-like brick
apartments and heaps of
trash surround the grounds.
It is one of the oldest Jewish
cemeteries in the world, sec-
ond only to the Mount of
Olives in Jerusalem. Once
dotted with ornate tomb
coverings, locals ransacked
the cemetery for marble dur-
ing a construction boom in
the 1960s. Despite efforts by
the past Jewish community
president, Carmen Wein-
stein, the cemetery contin-
ues to be a dumping ground
for garbage.
In order to protect the
mourners and the burial,
local residents were pushed
out of the cemetery area
until the grave was sealed.
Traffic was blocked on the
dusty roads running along-
side the cemetery. "They do
this for Jews, but not for
Muslims?" complained one
driver to another as horns

blare and cars were backed
up for blocks.
On days when nobody visits
the cemetery, a state security
officer posing as a grounds-
keeper watches over the
graves. While this deters
overt acts of vandalism, last
year the grave of Carmen
Weinstein was desecrated by
local youth only hours after
family members had left the
cemetery and laid flowers on
her grave.
Although more than 100
mourners turned up for
Haroun's funeral, the Egyp-
tian Jewish community
rarely enters the public con-
sciousness.
"Perceptions aren't just going
to change in the next five
years. The day this is going
to happen, maybe there will
no longer be Egyptian Jews
living here," said Ramses.
As Magda Haroun struggles
to preserve the rich history
of a fading community, there
is now one fewer member to
help her protect Jews' place
in Egyptian history. aljazeera

Egypt's Jewish 
community buries deputy
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Iraq

There are five key
players in the current
Iraqi parliamentary elec-
tions. The following is a
brief prepared by the
AFP for each and every
one of them:

* Nuri al-Maliki

Prime Minister Nuri al-
Maliki is seeking a third
term at a time when his
government is facing a
surge in violence. Spent
Maliki decades in exile,
but returned after the
U.S. invasion of Iraq and
presided over the first
permanent government
after Saddam Hussein’s
rule and that of 2006.
Maliki, who rarely
smiles, has emerged as a
strong leader after he had
managed to impose sta-
bility shortly after his
arrival to power and he
scored to reduce the inci-
dence of violence in the
country. The coalition
«rule of law» Maliki’s in
second place in the 2010
elections after coalition
«Iraq», which is sup-
ported by a year, but an
alliance with other
Shi’ite parties allowed
him to form a govern-
ment of national unity.
has led the surge in vio-
lence over the past year
to a decline in the credi-
bility of al-Maliki .
Maliki, as well as to a
torrent of criticism from
opponents who accused
him of tyranny, despite
his insistence that he is
trying to manage alli-
ances unruly. 

* Osama Najafi

head of the Iraqi parlia-
ment and the most promi-
nent political figure rep-
resenting Sunni Arabs.
was Najafi, one of the
parties that supported the
coalition, the Iraqi secu-
lar, who won the the

highest number of seats
in the 2010 elections, and
remained at odds with
long-Maliki, and form his
own party, led by his
brother, the governor of
Nineveh, ethyl Najafi, in
northern Iraq. called
Najafi government to
resign and prepare for
early elections when
moved by Iraqi forces
against anti-government
protesters in Hawija in
April last year. Survived
Najafi from an attack on
his convoy in the north-
ern city of Mosul, a
hometown in February
last year.

* Ali al-Sistani

, the most prominent ref-
erence to Shiite religious
in the country, has
avoided any involvement
in politics for a long time,
knowing that he has mil-
lions of followers and has
the effect of exceptional.
was leader of the largest
in the religious authority
in Iraq, and is respected
by most of the Shiite pol-
itician, did not intervene
in politics only on a few
occasions since 2003, has
called for voters to partic-
ipate in elections in 2010,
but without the support of
any party. was for the
return of al-Sistani from a
medical trip in London in
2004 to Najaf credited
with ending the bloody
clashes between the
Mahdi Army and U.S.
forces. Following pres-
sure Sistani Washington
decided to expedite the
elections in early 2004
and was the driving force
behind the creation of the
Shiite alliance in parlia-
ment in 2006. called Sis-
tani during the sectarian
conflict between 2006
and 2008 repeatedly to
calm down.

* Muqtada al-Sadr

a Shiite cleric claims
Mehdi Army militia and
abandoned the policy
recently, but he still has
influence. acquired this
guy His black beard thick
and black turban wide-
spread popularity after
the invasion of Iraq in
2003. , and after the chest
to support al-Maliki in
forming a government in
2006, ordered his follow-
ers in 2007 to withdraw
from the government,
which almost falls in that
time. And support for al-
Sadr al-Maliki reiterated
at its second session in
December (December) in
2010, but his face a bar-
rage of criticism later.
Shortly after his with-
drawal from politics, al-
Sadr made ??a speech in
which he said that al-
Maliki «tyrant».

* Massoud Barzani

president of Iraq’s Kurdi-
stan region, which enjoys
autonomy. Monopolized
the Democratic Party of
Kurdistan power for a
long time with Jalal Tala-
bani, the country’s presi-
dent and the leader of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdi-
stan (PUK). was the son
of Kurdish leader Mullah
Mustafa Barzani, has
retained the post of party
leader since 1979. in the
wake of the US-led inva-
sion toppled President
Saddam Hussein resulted
in an agreement between
him and Talabani to Tala-
bani to become president
of Iraq, while Barzani has
elected chairman of the
Kurdistan Regional Gov-
ernment. Though he bro-
kered the deal that led to
keep al-Maliki as prime
minister in 2010, Barzani
had in the last period of
the most vocal opponents
of the owners.

The five key players in Iraq’s elections
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ALI ABDULLAH SALEH :
Even Out of Office, a Wielder of Great Power in Yemen

SANA, Yemen — The old
man still rises at 5:30 a.m.,
as he did during the three
decades he ruled this tumul-
tuous country. He does some
physical therapy to help his
scarred body recover from
the 2011 bomb blast that
nearly killed him. He reads
the papers. And then, sitting
in a gazebo in a high-walled
compound that rivals the
presidential palace, he
begins receiving the endless
tide of visitors who still treat
him as if he were the most
powerful man in Yemen.
Ali Abdullah Saleh is a rare
figure in the Arab world, or
anywhere else: an autocrat
overthrown by popular
revolt who nonetheless
remains in his country,
unmolested.
Nominally, Mr. Saleh, 71, is
a retired statesman writing
his memoirs. He was
granted immunity from
prosecution under the terms
of the deal that removed him
from power in 2012. But his
many enemies say he still
plays a powerful and poi-
sonous role here. They
accuse him of arranging ter-
rorist attacks and some of
the assassinations of more
than 150 high-ranking offi-
cers and political figures
over the past two years.
Even the current president,
Abdu Rabbu Mansour Hadi,
who was Mr. Saleh’s deputy
for 18 years, has accused
him of orchestrating the
attacks on oil and power
lines that scourge Yemen’s
economy and cast an aura of
incompetence on the new
administration. Diplomats at
the United Nations have
accused “elements of the
former regime” of playing
an obstructive role, and have
even hinted at possible sanc-
tions on the former presi-
dent. Mr. Saleh, a gruff man
with a proud scowl stamped
permanently on his face,
showed no emotion when
those accusations were
repeated. “These people are
not confident of their power,
and still consider themselves
as employees of Ali Abdul-
lah Saleh,” he said during an
interview in the vast court-
yard of his compound.
“They think anything that
happens in the country, large
or small, must have been
done by Ali Abdullah
Saleh.” He always speaks of
himself in the third person.
Around him, aides shuffle,
offering papers and phones,
and well-wishers and politi-
cal figures hover in the mid-
dle distance, waiting their
turn. One man stands wait-
ing with an umbrella, ready
to protect Mr. Saleh’s skin
from the sun whenever he

steps away from the shade
of the gazebo.
It is impossible to know
whether the darker accusa-
tions against him are true,
diplomats and analysts say.
Investigations of political
violence are scant and
inconclusive in Yemen, and
the government is still crip-
pled by corruption. There
are plenty of other possible
culprits, including Al
Qaeda’s regional branch,
though it is an easy scape-
goat.
There is no doubt that Mr.
Saleh still wields enormous
power here. He remains the
leader of Mr. Hadi’s own
political party, to the presi-
dent’s chagrin. Many in the
military are still loyal to
him. His residence in the
capital is barricaded for
blocks in every direction by
concrete barriers and sol-
diers. Born into a peasant
family, Mr. Saleh had little
formal education, and he
rose through the ranks of the
army after Yemeni officers
overthrew the old religious
monarchy in 1962. When he
came to power in 1978, few
expected he would last; the
previous two presidents had
been assassinated. But he
outmaneuvered his oppo-
nents, and in 1990 he uni-
fied the north with South
Yemen, previously a Soviet
client state. By the time the
Arab uprisings started in
2010, Yemen was convulsed
with insurgencies and dis-
content, and Mr. Saleh’s
hold was weakening.
RECENTLY, he has sig-
naled an alliance of sorts

with the Houthis, an insur-
gent group in the far north-
west with which he fought a
bitter, intermittent war for
years. The Houthis have
grown into a broad national
political movement since
2011, fueled largely by a
hatred of Islah, the Yemeni
Islamist party that is the
equivalent of the Muslim
Brotherhood. Mr. Saleh hates
them both, but he clearly also
resents Mr. Hadi, who fre-
quently disparages him.
Few accuse Mr. Saleh of
scheming to return to power
himself. Although his mind
seems clear enough, he suf-
fered serious injuries in the
bombing in 2011, which
killed six guards and maimed
many others. (It is still not
clear who carried it out.) He
moves slowly and haltingly,
and the skin on his hands and
face is patchy from burns. He
underwent the latest of
numerous operations in Janu-
ary. Instead, many critics say
he aspires to clear a path for
his family. In the years before
his fall, Mr. Saleh appeared
to be grooming his son,
Ahmed Ali Saleh, much as a
former leader of Egypt,
Hosni Mubarak, prepared his
son Gamal for a succession.
Mr. Mubarak was over-
thrown, and his son was
imprisoned on corruption
charges. Mr. Saleh installed
dozens of other relatives in
powerful positions, especially
in the military and security
services. Most have now
been purged, but none have
been prosecuted. When Mr.

Continued Pge51
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DUBAI, 26th April 2014 (WAM) - Concluding a tour
in Latin America whilst heading a high-profile
delegation, UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and
Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum emphasised the importance of
strengthening bilateral relations with new strategic
partners in order to boost national economy and sustain
UAE's balanced foreign policy approach.  His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed also highlighted the numerous
opportunities such visits bring forth in allowing the
exploration of mutual economic benefits and
facilitating cooperation across many sectors such as
natural resources. 
"Every country offers different opportunities, and
cooperation benefits all sides. We need to work hard to
attain a strong global economic status," said Sheikh
Mohammed.
Describing the tour in four Latin America countries as
successful, Sheikh Mohammed noted that the signing
of numerous cooperation agreements in the fields of
investment, defence and culture would usher in further
comprehensive collaboration and pave the way to
building long-lasting and sustainable strategic
partnerships.
His Highness said, "We look forward to welcoming
leaders and delegations from these countries soon and
build on the successful relations we have forged with
them. The UAE welcomes economic delegations to
explore the vast investment opportunities we have to
offer." "Latin America is blessed with huge mineral and
agricultural resources backed by an impressive
industrial growth. The UAE can serve as Latin
America's gate to central and Eastern part of the globe,"
said Sheikh Mohammed. "There are scores of
opportunities we can build on with our partners in Latin
America," he concluded.
Sheikh Mohammed praised the active role of UAE's
diplomatic missions operating in countries of Latin
America and their Latin counterparts operating in the
UAE in building strong and multi-faceted bridges of
communication and interaction in the fields of culture,
heritage, trade, tourism among others.
On his tour, Sheikh Mohammed visited Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina and Chile with which the UAE maintains
strong bilateral ties in addition to billions of dollars
worth of annual trade. The agreements signed during
this visit will further enhance investments especially in
trade, tourism and defence.

Mohammed bin Rashid concludes Latin America tour

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid with Mexican President

Arabian Gulf
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Dialogue Issue

 

 

 

Hadi urges 
reconsideration into

Arab policies to
strengthen joint work

SANAA, March 28 (Saba)--Yemeni President Abdrabu Mansour
Hadi called on Arab leaders to have a sincere look at the region's
situation and reconsider all policies in effort to have new strate-
gies for Arab common cooperation.
In his speech to the Arab summit in Kuwait on Tuesday, Hadi
said:"You all know circumestances during which this summit
was held and challenges we are facing at every single country
level or at the region level. It might be worth to understand all
world developments and big changes that put us before more
and new challenges including those with international dimen-
sions and those coming out from our changes and crises".
"Political uncertainty and security disorder in some Arab coun-
tries swept by the Arab Spring since early 2011, increasing sec-
tarian conflicts, religious terrorism, arms, human and drugs
smuggling and external and internal immigration are all chal-
lenges resulted by international changes and our crises," he
added.

Hadi said addressing these challenges can happen through uni-
fied Arab attitudes and putting aside divisions weakening the
Arabs. "All challenges require a sincere look from us as leaders
at the situation of our nation and reconsideration of political
trends our countries have. They also require to immediately start
drawing up new strategies which can unify our positions to
address such challenges especially conflicts, lay the groundwork
for Arab political, economic and security integration," Hadi con-
tinued. Furthermore, he put the spotlight on the developments in
Yemen with a special focus on the political transition including
the ten-month national dialog conference. 
"The dialog was the best option to avoid civil conflict. With it,
Yemenis have now reached a consensus on all national issues
through the document of the comprehensive national dialog con-
ference ," he said.

"The success of the Yemenis happened because of their determi-
nation and strong, sincere support from our Arab brothers in the
GCC countries on top of them Saudi King Abdullah bin Abdula-
ziz," Hadi said, while adding that the Gulf Initiative and its
mechanism provided Yemen with the best opportunity to change
with less costs. Moreover, he thanked the international commu-
nity including the UN Security Council Permanent Members,
the UN, the EU and Yemen's friends who have been providing
unlimited support to the country's unity, security and stability.
"With all support from all, we are determined to complete all
transition requirements in accordance with the Gulf Initiative
and its UN-sponsored mechanism as well as UN Security Coun-
cil's resolutions starting with drafting a new constitution and
preparing for elections," he said. 

"Here we, the Yemenis, are determined to finalize the remaining
part of the transition process and implement the outcomes of the
dialog despite challenges at the moment including violence, acts
of sabotage targeting infrastructure including sovereign installa-
tions and acts of terror targeting civilians and forces besides
economic woes," he said.

Hadi also put the spotlight on regional developments while call-
ing for a unified position to ensure a fair solution to the Palestin-
ian cause based on international legitimacy resolutions with the
goal to end the suffering of Palestinians under the Israeli arro-
gance and continued construction of illegal settlements on Pal-
estinian land. 

He called on the international community to exercise pressure
on Israel so that it respects all peace efforts and accords.
In his speech, President Hadi criticized the absence of a vision
to resolve the Syrian crisis which has entered its fourth year.
"Continued tragedies in Syria require immediate and sincere
efforts from Arabs to put an end to bloodshed and conflict
through a political solution that should guarantee the rights of
all Syrians," he said. 

He concluded his speech praising achievements in Egypt and
Tunisia mainly the votes on the two countries' constitutions
which have reflected good steps on the road to meet and serve
the ambitions of Egyptians and Tunisians. 

24
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Business & Finance
Yemen, WB discuss oil,

minerals cooperation

SANA'A, April 27 (Saba) - Yemen and World Bank (WB) dis-
cussed here on Sunday aspects of joint cooperation in fields of
oil and minerals. During their meeting, Oil and Minerals Min-
istry Undersecretary Shawqi al-Mekhlafi reviewed with a WB
delegation several topics, particularly how to manage financial
and investment aspects in oil and mineral fields.
Al-Mekhlafi asserted Yemen's keenness on establishing a real
partnership with WB to underpin the principles of good gov-
ernance and raise competence of wealth exploitation in order
to enhance investments in oil sector.
He reviewed the Ministry's efforts to develop oil blocks,
increase production, assess reserves and manage promotion of
promising block, as well as the concerned bodies' efforts to
find a suitable investment environment that enable the Minis-
try and companies to carry out their investment plans.
Al-Mekhlafi also indicated to the efforts made to restructure
the Ministry and its affiliate bodies and to establish a national
petroleum company for oil exploration and production and a
national company for minerals. The WB delegation expressed
the Bank's readiness to cooperate with Yemen and to provide
all assistance to improve the partnership between the Oil Min-
istry and the Bank.

Dubai's Emaar Q1 net
profit rises to $235 million

DUBAI - Dubai's Emaar Properties said Tuesday its net profit
soared 55 percent in the first quarter on a yearly basis, thanks
to surging real estate sales and rising retail revenues.
The builder of the world's largest tower, the Burj Khalifa, said
net profit in the first three months of 2014 reached 863 million
dirhams ($235 million), as revenues rose seven percent to $614
million. An "outstanding performance" by core sectors of the
Dubai economy, including aviation, trade, tourism, trade and
hospitality, had "further energised Emaar's growth," said chair-
man Mohamed Alabbar.
This had been "highlighted by the increased number of interna-
tional investors in our projects," said Alabbar. "The increase in
tourist arrivals to Dubai and the positive market sentiment
have catalysed the growth of our shopping malls and hospital-
ity business too, which contribute significantly to our recurring
revenues," he added. Emaar said its shopping malls, retail and
hospitality contributed $366 million in recurring revenues in
the first quarter, nearly 60 percent of total revenues, and 15
percent up from the first quarter last year. The company said it
launched new real estate projects in Dubai, as the sector that
was hard hit by the global financial crisis made a strong recov-
ery. Emaar said the value of total property sales surged 94 per-
cent to $1.61 billion, compared with $828 million in the first
quarter of 2013. It cited a "strong investor interest from inter-
national markets.
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WASHINGTON - Egypt
will need further interna-
tional assistance to put
its economy back on
track despite receiving
huge loans from Gulf
Arab states, the IMF said
Last Friday.
"Egypt will need finan-
cial support which could
come from its partners in
the Gulf or, if the gov-
ernment wants that, from
the IMF and from other
international financial
institutions," Christopher
Jarvis, the International
Monetary Fund's Egypt
mission chief, told
reporters.
The IMF had been in
talks on a $4.8 billion
bailout package for
Egypt, which has been
coping with violence and

economic woes
since the 2011
overthrow of
President Hosni
Mubarak.
But the discus-
sions broke off
last year due to
political insta-
bility after the
military over-
threw elected
president
Mohamed Morsi
of the Muslim
Brotherhood.
Saudi Arabia
recently

a n

nounced a $5
billion support
package for
Egypt before
the country
holds May 26-
27 elections in
which retired
army chief
Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi is seek-
ing to be presi-
dent.
Two fellow
oil-exporting
Gulf monar-
chies, Kuwait
and the United

Arab Emirates, have
together promised $7 bil-
lion.
Despite the influx of
cash, Egypt still faces
"big challenges" includ-
ing low growth, high
unemployment and an
aggravated budget defi-
cit, Jarvis said.
Jarvis renewed calls on
Egypt to take the politi-
cally sensitive step of
reducing fuel subsidies,
saying that they were
painful for the budget.
"The sooner the reform is
started the better. But we
see it as a process that
will take several years,"
Jarvis said, adding that
the IMF stood ready to
assist.

Despite influx of cash, Egypt still
needs more financial support
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Religion & life
Van Doorn’s son
embraces Islam

MUHAMMAD JAWED

Almost a year after his father’s reversion to Islam, the
son of a former anti-Islam Dutch politician, Arnoud Van
Doorn, has reverted to Islam after studying the holy
Qur’an. “I bear witness that there is no God to be wor-
shipped but Allah and I bear witness that Muhammad
(peace be upon him) is His servant and last messenger,”
Iskander said in his Shahadah (testimony) to become a
Muslim. Doorn, a former member of the far-right Free-
dom Party (PVV), embraced Islam a year ago after an
extensive study into the religion.
He was among party leaders who helped produce an
offensive film titled Fitna in 2008 that linked Islam and
the Qur’an to violence. But after Muslim outcry at the
movie, Doorn began to read more about Islam and
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessing be upon him),
leading him to embrace Islam in 2013.
Iskander was among 37 people who converted to Islam
during Dubai International Peace Convention, astonish-
ing attendants.
“I saw my father become more peaceful after converting
to Islam,” Doorn’s son said. “That’s when I realized
there is something good in this religion and it made me
change my perception of Muslims. “I started studying
the Holy Qur’an and going through lectures of important
scholars.” The 22-year-old Isakander said that his Mus-
lim colleague Younis was a role model for Muslim
youth who encouraged him to embrace Islam. “My
friend Younis is a good practicing Muslim who taught
me something new every day,” said Iskander.
“He was patient with me and there was no way I could
be rude to him.” As his son reverted to Islam, Doorn
reiterated his regret for participating in producing the
anti-Islam film Fitna.
“There is a misconception among people that I produced
the movie Fitna, but I wasn’t involved in it,” Doorn said.
“I was only responsible for distributing the movie.
Today, it is something that I deeply regret.”
In April 2013, Doorn vowed to use his experience in
producing an international film that highlights the noble
traits of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
Under the title ‘Muhammad: Master of Human Beings’,
the movie would be co-produced by the Canadian
Dawah Society, which had invited him to perform hajj.
The former far-right politician also announced his plans
to form the first Islamic political party in Europe last
October to serve Islam and Muslims, a few months after
reverting to Islam.“I feel an urge and a responsibility to
correct the mistakes I have done in the past. I want to
use my talents and skills in a positive way by spreading
the truth about Islam,” Doorn said. “I am trying to make
a new movie about Islam and the life of Prophet
Muhammad (peace be upon him). “It would show peo-
ple what examples the Prophet set in his life and the
movie would invite younger people to Islam.” 

www.islamonline.com

… 

The U.S. Center for World
Mission estimated in 1997
that Christianity’s total num-
ber of adherents is growing
at about 2.3% annually. This
is approximately equal to
the growth rate of the
world’s population. Islam is
growing faster: about 2.9%
and is thus increasing its
market share. At this rate,
Islam would surpass Chris-

tianity as the world’s main
religion by 2023.

–
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Broke UN Agency Warns Of
Catastrophic Situation In
Central African Republic

By Tom Miles

GENEVA, April 16 (Reuters) - Inter-communal violence is
tearing Central African Republic apart but the conflict is not
getting the attention, or aid, needed to save huge numbers of
lives, the head of the U.N. refugee agency (UNHCR) said on
Wednesday. Almost 200,000 people have fled the country
since December, and a further 160,000 are expected to this
year. The UNHCR says it is spending cash there three times
as fast as new funds are coming in, putting its mission in
jeopardy.
"Indeed, we are in trouble," UNHCR chief Antonio Guterres
told diplomats as he launched a $274 million appeal.
Central African Republic is only one crisis among many
demanding U.N. funds stretched by humanitarian needs in
South Sudan, Somalia and Yemen, as well as natural disasters
such as Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines, and above all,
Syria. "Obviously there's no way we'll to be able to sustain
this until the end of the year," Guterres told the diplomats.
"At a certain moment we will be simply broke."
Central African Republic's government fell a year ago to
Muslim Seleka rebels who were routed in December by
Christian militia forces, unleashing anarchy and ethnic
cleansing. "When you start cutting people into pieces and
roasting them," Guterres told reporters, "It's not an army
against an army - it's people doing horrible things to their
neighbors." But the crisis has no major economic or strategic
repercussions beyond the country's immediate neighbors, he
said, so it gets little attention from the outside world.
"People do not feel threatened. People feel threatened with
Syria, people feel threatened with Ukraine and what might
happen. Even Somalia. But in relation to the Central African
Republic people don't feel threatened, don't know where it is,
it's very difficult, they've never heard about it."

"HEART-WRENCHING"
Diplomats at the meeting were effusive in their support but
only Japan's ambassador pledged actual financial aid, and
even he admitted to being not well informed on the subject.
"What I heard today is much more dramatic than I had ima-
gined before I came to this chamber," Ambassador Takashi
Okada said. The U.N. appeal included a gallery of photo-
graphs of wounded and malnourished refugees arriving in
Cameroon, but the official chairing the meeting said they
were too "heart-wrenching" to inflict on the diplomats, who
were invited to stay behind afterwards if they wanted to view
them. About half left. Although the U.N. Security Council last
week authorized the creation of a nearly 12,000-strong U.N.
peacekeeping force, it is not due to be in place until mid-
September.
William Lacy Swing, head of the International Organization
for Migration and a former U.S. ambassador to Central Afri-
can Republic, said the country could not wait, and the current
French and African Union forces were not big enough. "The
number 1 priority is to stop the fighting. You will not arrive at
that without the (U.N.) blue helmets," said Swing.
"Unfortunately September's a long time away. A lot of people
are going to die before that force can be assembled and
deployed." The first priority had to be to secure the capital
Bangui, creating "zones of peace" to bring people out of 70 or
more "spontaneous settlements around town where people are
hunkered down hoping to avoid being killed", he said.
(Editing by Stephanie Nebehay and Robin Pomeroy)
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World Reacts to Death of Gabriel Garcia Marquez

 
AP - Reaction to death of writer Gabriel Garcia Marquez:
———
"A thousand years of loneliness and sadness for the death of
the greatest Colombian of all time!" — Colombia President
Juan Manuel Santos.
———
"With the passing of Gabriel Garcia Marquez, the world has
lost one of its greatest visionary writers - and one of my favor-
ites from the time I was young ... I offer my thoughts to his
family and friends, whom I hope take solace in the fact that
Gabo's work will live on for generations to come." — U.S.
President Barack Obama.
———
"A great man has died, one whose works gave the literature of
our language great reach and prestige," Peruvian author Mario
Vargas Llosa, who had once famously feuded with Garcia
Marquez.
———
"I owe him the impulse and the freedom to plunge into litera-
ture. In his books I found my own family, my country, the
people I have known all my life, the color, the rhythm, and the
abundance of my continent." — Chilean writer Isabel Allende
———
"The world, and in particular the nations of Our America,
have suffered the physical loss of an intellectual and paradig-
matic writer. Cubans (have lost) a great, close and supportive
friend."  Cuban President Raul Castro.
———
"(He was) a coherent, committed, progressive person, with a
sense of solidarity, and deeply Latin American." —Nobel
Peace Price Laureate Rigoberta Menchu Tum.
———
"Latin America has lost one of the greatest guiding lights to
its truth, its happiness and its sorrow" - Uruguay President
Jose Mujica.
———
"A great artist is gone, but his grand art remains with us. Most
authors are only shadows, but Gabriel Garcia Marquez
belonged to those who cast a shadow, and he will continue to
do so long after his death." Peter Englund, permanent secre-
tary of the Nobel Prize-awarding Swedish Academy.
———
"One would really have to go back to Dickens to find a writer
of the highest literary quality who commanded such extraordi-
nary power over whole populations." — British novelist Ian
McEwan, to the BBC.
———
"On behalf of Mexico, I express my sadness for the death of
one the greatest writers of our time: Gabriel Garcia Marquez."
— Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto.
———
"From the time I read 'One Hundred Years of Solitude' more
than 40 years ago, I was always amazed by his unique gifts of 

imagination, clarity of
thought, and emotional
honesty ... I was honored to
be his friend and to know
his great heart and brilliant
mind for more than 20
years." — former U.S.
President Bill Clinton.
———
"With Gabriel Garcia Mar-
quez, a writing giant who
gave worldwide reach to
the imagination of an entire
continent has passed. ...
His committed articles as a
journalist and his tireless
struggle against imperial-
ism made him one of the
most influential South
American intellectuals of
our time." — French Presi-
dent Francois Hollande.
———
"His unique characters and
exuberant Latin America
will remain marked in the
hearts and memories of his
millions of readers."  Bra-
zilian President Dilma
Rousseff 
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Provision

Lina Tibi
( Arabic poetry)
(trans. Subhi Hadidi and
Nathalie Handal)

If only God were a violet
opening wide in a glass of
water near the bed.

If only God were the eve-
ning prayer
wiping the day off our fore-
heads.

If only He were a tear
that we can repent by day.

If only God were a sin
that we could adore.

If only God were a rose
that withers every evening
so that we can change it.

from Banipal magazine
By Lina Tibi

SLEEP

To my grandfather

Your long sleep will post-

pone
the morning
coffee,
so we’ll not be
able to con-
template your
blue eyes
As you sleep
and wake fit-
fully
your bed will
remain warm
but your saliva
will not wet
the pillow.

We’ll hear many stories
about you,
we who stayed up many
evenings
to hear your tales of
demons, cats and grand-
mothers.
The days will not change
us much
because your tenderness
will stay with each of us,
we who often ate the prod-

ucts of your
hands’ hard
work
and whom
you often dis-
tracted with
flowers and
basil on our
balcony,
we who loved
you.

Tomorrow in
time 

the morning will come
Everybody will be busy
but you will still sleep
no one will wake you 
as those passing 
will not notice your nimble
eyes
as they shed their tears,
and you’ll not wipe your
tears away
with your fingers wet from
their ablution

A WISH

If it were in my power …
If only it were in my power
to fly without wings
and without the chaos that
ruffles feathers
If it were in my power
to soar in the sky like a
lonely rainbow
for one night
to shine
and then
be burnt
by the sunset.

IF I DIE
If I die who will extend
greetings to me
who will wipe burdens
from my forehead
who will close my eyes
if I die who will whisper
his prayers in my ear
who will lay my head on its
pillow
if I die who will console
my mother
and then secretly weep
if I die
if I die quickly
who will remove my heart
from yours?

GOOD MORNING

It’s as if you leave your
heart sleeping for a while
as if you snatch it away
from its sleep
as if it sleeps to dream
dreams to sleep
as if you wake it up with
soft knocks
as if you wipe the dust off it
as if you hug it
It’s as if it surrenders to you
as if it becomes yourself
and so you do become
yourself
as if it becomes part of you
after it used to sit on an
opposite sofa
It’s as if you wave to it
with firmness
and so it responds with a
laugh
as if you raise your voice
until it resembles an echo
It’s as if it rises above you
and pulls you
to fly alone in a sky
with seven colours of blue

from Banipal magazine

If only. . .

poetry 
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Painting a statement: Art Dubai
2014 peppered with politics

By Saffiya Ansari 

“War is hell.” It is a well-
known saying bandied about
by pacifists and politicians
alike, but rarely has war
been represented so strik-
ingly as it has been at Art
Dubai 2014.
The art fair will see 85 gal-
leries from 34 countries and
around 500 artists descend
on the city for four days,
starting March 19. This
year, it features various
accounts of the Middle
East’s violence and strife,
depicted in prints, paintings,
video installations and other
media.
Athier Mousawi, an Iraqi-
British artist, has his work
on display at the Ayyam gal-
lery stall; a large-scale
vibrant painting that on
closer inspection is a deli-
cate morass of flattened, tes-
sellated, figures. Disembod-
ied limbs and moaning faces
are painted in bright hues of
orange and pink, creating a
collage of simultaneous
beauty and despair in a style
reminiscent of Pablo
Picasso’s Guernica.
Athier left Iraq before the
first Gulf War in 1990 and is
now based in London.
“Athier has always been
interested in Middle Eastern
warfare. Him living in Lon-
don, and kind of living in
exile, he sees the violence
from his unique perspec-
tive,” Ayyam gallery repre-
sentative Ead Samawi told
Al Arabiya News.
From the outside looking in
to an artist who is immersed

in violence, Lebanese artist
Ayman Baalbaki has
depicted a collapsing build-
ing in his work shown by
the Agial gallery.
He is portraying a destroyed
building from a neighbor-
hood of Damascus called
Jobar. There was so much
destruction in that neighbor-
hood and the artist was very
inspired by this violence,” a
gallery representative, Saleh
Barakat, told Al Arabiya
News.
“In Lebanon, we feel a lot of
tension from the war in
Syria,” said the representa-
tive, explaining why the art-
ist chose to apply his paint-
brush to a depiction of the
now three-year conflict.

Not all doom and gloom

But it’s not all doom and
gloom. The art fair features
a welcome array of quirky,
intelligent and light-hearted
art which aims to burst the
pop-culture balloon by pok-
ing fun at social trends.
Iranian artist Farhad Moshiri
has worked with neo-pop
iconography for more than
three decades and this year
is showcasing his work at
The Third Line gallery
booth at Art Dubai.
Intricate, glistening, bead-
work is hand embroidered
onto canvas using a tradi-
tional Iranian technique.
Instead of traditional Iranian
subjects, however, the artist
portrays American pop-
culture icons of the 1960s;
Bridgette Bardot and an all-
American pair of women in

flared skirts. A pockmarked
image of the moon has also
been hand-crafted in twink-
ling monochromatic beads.
“It’s very decadent, very
opulent work,” Saira Ansari,
PR manager for The Third
Line, told Al Arabiya News.
“It’s a shout-out to Iranian
craftsmanship, but the
images you see are very
Western. He likes to mix
between Eastern and West-
ern aesthetics.”
Winner of the Abraaj Group
Art Prize, an Art Dubai sta-
ple, Basim Magdy has dis-
played a video installation at
the fair.
“I’m producing a new Super
16mm film which was shot
in different parts of the
world,” he told Al Arabiya
News. “The film weaves
together loosely linked
events and irrational occur-
rences to reflect upon col-
lective failure and hopeful-
ness.”
Shown in a small, dark room
on the edge of the fair, the
video depicts the daily lives
and dilemmas of “an anony-
mous little town which
dreams of international rec-
ognition.”
Art Dubai 2014 has a pick
‘n’ mix vibe; bubblegum
colors and witty artistic
creations are displayed
besides unsettling depictions
of war and terror. Artistic
comments on a variety of
social issues, experimental
techniques and a slew of
modern art pieces fill the
fairground this year.
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One thousand and
one delightsDespite
the many obstacles
it faces - censor-
ship, a lack of trans-
lations, exile - Ara-
bic literature has
never been more
vital. As the Lon-
don Book Fair cele-
brates publishing
from Arab coun-
tries, we asked
authors and critics
about the challenges
of writing today and
which works they
think the world
should have the
chance to read.

Ahdaf Soueif

The counterpoint to the
ongoing wars of aggression
and the drumbeat heralding a
"clash of civilisations" is the
desire of ordinary people in
the west and in the Arab
world to engage with each
other. The London Book
Fair's concentration on the
Arab world this year repre-
sents an attempt to facilitate
such an engagement. It is the
result of three years' work by
the British Council and can
be read - and praised - as an
effort to check the slippage
back into the bad old days
when the Arab world served
merely as a locus for west-
ern imaginings, self-
invention and ambition.
Over 100 representatives
from publishers, cultural
organisations, prizes for lit-
erature and translation
schemes will be there. One
thing you can see right away
from the contributions below
is that Arabic literature today
often reflects societies in cri-
sis.
But Arabic literature itself is
not in crisis; in fact, it has
never been more energetic
and more varied than today.
Some of the authors who
came to maturity in the 60s
are now writing the swan
song of that decade, others
turn to different episodes of
history, either to look for
parallels or for the lines that
connect the "then" to the
"now". Younger writers are
making their mark. Many
are writing politically
engaged works, others depict
an alienation that is itself a
comment on the "now". Sev-
eral deal with issues of the
Arabs' relationship to the
west. From the epic works of
Ibrahim al-Koni to the con-
templative narratives of
Bahaa Taher to the "puzzle"
novels published by Mala-
mih, the bestselling Alaa al-
Aswany and the runaway
success of the "blogs"
brought out by Dar al Sho-
rouk Publishing House, Ara-
bic literature today grapples
with and comments on the
ills experienced by Arab

societies.
And those ills are manifold.
In the Arab world you can
see the effects of untram-
melled global capitalism and
so-called "structural reform"
creating a boom economy -
and its underbelly of desti-
tute masses. You can see the
degradation of once-great
national institutions of
industry and learning sys-
tematically and deliberately
undermined by corruption
and greed. You can see a
fearful disconnection
between civil society and
governing regimes ham-
mered into place by western
interests, and the absence of
hope that drives the young
of old and rooted nations to
trust their lives to leaking
boats in search of a future.
These are, of course, ills
shared by a large part of the
world. For Arabs today there
is also the overwhelming
sense of being the targets of
a new western imperialism.
And then there is Israel, a
stone thrown into the heart
of the Arab world, the rip-
ples from which, far from
fading away, are building
into a tidal wave.

And yet the Arab world is
not overwhelmed. There are
protests, conferences,
strikes, study groups, cam-
paigning societies - and an
upsurge of artistic activity.
Politics, economics, religion,
tradition, modernity and
post-modernity are - in vari-
ous forms - under discussion
everywhere. Nowhere more
than in literature.

Ahmed Alaidy
Egyptian novelist

Despite all the political and
economic problems Egypt is
going through, independent
publishing houses are expe-
riencing a real awakening,
which began six years ago
with the publication of The
Yacoubian Building. The
success of Alaa al-Aswany's
novel started a new era
which can't be ignored,
either by those who loved
the novel or by those who
hated it, as it disproved
claims that Arabs aren't great

readers and that young
people are attracted by
media other than books.
The success of publish-
ing houses such as
Sharqiat, and subse-
quently Merit, in reach-
ing these readers has
encouraged a lot of
young investors. Al
Dar, Al Ain, Malamih
and others are betting
on the authors who are
now such celebrities
that you regularly see
their pictures on Face-
book. This has led to
unorthodox methods
(for Egypt) of promot-

ing books, such as individ-
ual publishers creating
Facebook groups, possibly
without them fully under-
standing that word-of-mouth
marketing really depends on
readers spreading the word
themselves.
New bookshops such as
Diwan in Cairo, which
recently opened its second
branch in Cairo, using mod-
ern ways of displaying
books and leaving enough
space for readers to browse
and have a cup of tea, are a
real change from the old
bookshops which demanded
that customers either buy
the book immediately or put
it back on the shelves.
Diwan's success has also
encouraged other young
businesses, such as Kotob
Khan in Maadi and Al Balad
in Downtown, to enter this
field, holding events for big
names and new authors
alike.
Old conventions also
changed when Dar al Sho-
rouk, the biggest Egyptian
publishing house, created a
new series based on the
blogs of young writers,
which was an immediate hit.
First editions sold like hot-
cakes and reprinting began
almost straight away. Pub-
lishing books from blogs
was done first by Malamih,
which has been taken in
many different directions by
owner Mohamed Sharkawy,
who used his anti-
government reputation (he
served time in prison for
taking part in "Kefaya"
political demonstrations) to
enter the publishing field.
He has delivered interesting
titles such as Rogers by
Ahmed Nagi and Metro by
Magdy al-Shafei, which is
the first graphic novel for
adults published in Egypt
and discusses corruption,
stealing and getting out of
the "big government" trap.

Roger Allen
Professor of Arabic lan-
guage and literature, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania

One thousand and one delights
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 Reports
Sheikh Zayed Book Award

names Saudi King as Cultural
Personality of year 2014

ABU DHABI -ARABAMERICANTODAY- The Sheikh Zayed
Book Award announced today that His Majesty, the Custodian of
the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud,
Ruler of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is named the Cultural Per-
sonality of the year 2014 in the Award’s eighth session. The grand
announcement was made in a press conference held at the Emirates
Palace, in the presence of H.E. Mohammad Khalaf Al Mazrouei,
Advisor for Cultural & Heritage Affairs at the Court of HH Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and member of the Sheikh Zayed Book Award
Board of Trustees; in addition to all other members of the Board.
H.E. Sheikh Sultan Bin Tahnoun Al Nahyan Chairperson of the
Board of Trustees of Sheikh Zayed Book Award noted: “The win-
ning of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah
Bin Abdul Aziz is a supreme honor for the Sheikh Zayed Book
Award. His Majesty’s impressive achievements have been wit-
nessed over decades and he still continues to contribute as gener-
ously as he has always been to the Arab and Islamic Worlds”.
H.E. Sheikh Sultan elaborated on His Majesty’s pioneering role in
promoting peaceful co-existence, religious tolerance and cross-
cultural dialogue, as well as his passionate support for an advanced
education and scientific research culture in the region through the
establishment of various educational institutes and knowledge cen-
ters that have become the North Star for scholars and researchers
throughout the Arab and Islamic realms.
From his side, Dr. Ali Bin Tamim, Secretary General of Sheikh
Zayed Book Award, added: “As much as the Award takes pride in
bearing the name of H.E. the late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nah-
yan, the father of the United Arab Emirates and the leader of its
development, we are exceptionally honored to have the Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques’s personality on the list of our winners”.
Bin Tamim explained that the Award’s Scientific Committee and its
Board of Trustees has decided that the Prize for 2014 be awarded to
the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques in view of his numerous
achievements over decades. He mentioned excerpts from the offi-
cial verdict as defined by the Board of Trustees that showcases
some of the reasoning of decision, including:
1-The co-establishment of King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz Interna-
tional Centre for Interreligious and Intercultural Dialogue that aims
to enable, empower and encourage dialogue among followers of
different religions and cultures around the world, and act as a hub
to enhance cooperation, respect for diversity, justice and peace, and
promote harmony and cooperation among those working in the
field of dialogue.
2-The establishment of King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology which integrates research and education, leverages the
interconnectedness of science and engineering, and works to cata-
lyze the diversification of the Saudi economy through economic
and technology development
3-The courageous stand of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
facing the ill efforts aiming to blemish the image of Islam, Arabism
and authentic Islamic and cultural values, especially the extremist
ideologies which bring enormous risks onto the Arab and Islamic
nations, leaving it susceptible to the evils of violence and terrorism
4-Fostering the Arabic literature and Culture, and pioneering initia-
tives to promote cultural exchange among peoples of the world and
to advance intellectual interaction among civilizations, specially
through the establishment of “ King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz
Award for Translation” which recognizes excellence in works of
translation and advocates ideological, intellectual, and cultural dia-
logue among civilizations, promotes mutual sharing of knowledge,
as it traverses all linguistic and geographical boundaries to deliver
a message of human understanding, in keeping with the noble goals
embraced by the initiatives and appeals of the Custodian of the
Two Holy Mosques for more understanding and co-existence
among nations. The Sheikh Zayed Book Award’s Cultural Personal-
ity of the Year honors a prominent Arab or international figure (or

organization) who has con-
tributed to the advancement
of the Arabic culture, embod-
ies through his/her work tol-
erance and promotes peace-
ful coexistence.
The Award’s eighth session
collected a ground breaking
record of nominations
amounting to more than
1385 across the Award’s nine
categories – that is a growth
rate of 12% over last ses-
sion’s record. The winners’
declaration comes after the
announcement of a short-list
of the top contending works
made earlier this month. The
Award’s Grand Ceremony,
celebrating the winning
achievements, is scheduled
on 4th of May, coinciding
with Abu Dhabi International
Book Fair.
The Sheikh Zayed Book
Award's first installment was
in 2007, intended to promote
scholarship and creativity in
Arab culture. It carries cash
prizes totaling Dhs7 million -
with Dh750,000 per winner
(equivalent to USD
204,217,50) in all eight cate-
gories (including the Arab
Culture in non- Arabic lan-
guages category). The win-
ners also receive a certificate
of merit and a Gold Medal.
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Eric Alterman 

Arguments about Israel/
Palestine often turn, I’ve
noticed, on when one
chooses to start the clock.
The most recent flare-up
began, in this view, at 7 am
on Tuesday, April 1, when
Housing Minister Uri Ariel
of the far-right Jewish
Home Party issued tenders
for 708 new homes in the
illegal East Jerusalem settle-
ment of Gilo. In doing so,
he set off a sequence of
events that saw the Palestin-
ians deciding to apply for
membership in fifteen inter-
national organizations,
which led Israel to reject the
deal that Secretary of State
John Kerry had painstak-
ingly assembled (in which
Israel would release over
1,000 Palestinian prisoners
and extend the peace negoti-
ations for four months,
while receiving the gift of
freedom for superspy-traitor
Jonathan Pollard in return).
The day ended with chief
Israeli negotiator and Justice
Minister Tzipi Livni threat-
ening the Palestinians not
only with cancellation of the
previously agreed-upon
prisoner release, but with
additional, potentially dev-
astating economic sanctions.
Palestinian negotiator Saeb

Erekat parried with a threat
to “pursue [the Israelis] as
war criminals in all the
international forums.”
The breakdown was predict-
able. When two sides nego-
tiate in the absence of trust,
it’s easy for provocateurs to
corroborate the other side’s
worst fears. Ariel, for
instance, was clearly look-
ing to torpedo the talks. As
he later explained, he was
“personally told [Pollard] is
against being released in
such a shameful deal”
(though this was reportedly
denied by Pollard’s wife,
Esther).
Israel did cancel its prisoner
release, and so the entire
structure of peace negotia-
tions crafted by Kerry
appeared to collapse. As one
Israeli official explained to a
reporter: “Our goal now is to
stop everything—we are
hardening our positions and
then we will start from the
beginning.”
This suits many Israelis just
fine. Life in the promised
land is peaceful and prosper-
ous at the moment, at least
for its Jewish majority. On
the same day these argu-
ments broke out, I happened
to be moderating a panel in
Jerusalem on the future of
the two-state solution—
sponsored by Molad: The

Center for the Renewal of
Israeli Democracy and the
Center for American
Progress—designed, in part,
to foster closer relations
between progressive institu-
tions in both countries. As
Molad director Avner Inbar
observed, “Although Netan-
yahu is genuinely concerned
about isolation and demog-
raphy, he believes that the
current status quo is the best
option.”
US audiences may be fooled
by Netanyahu’s lip service
to a two-state solution, but
Israelis are not. According to
a poll published on the web-
site of Israel’s Channel 2, 50
percent of the public ques-
tioned Netanyahu’s alleged
adoption of the two-state
solution, compared with just
23 percent who believed
him to be sincere. A few
days later, a poll taken for
Haaretz found a 59 to 34
percent margin on the same
questions. Netanyahu’s real
priorities are revealed by his
willingness to release terror-
ists (until recently) to pro-
tect his ability to continue to
build settlements in East
Jerusalem and the West
Bank, and most particularly
by his deeply cynical
demand that the Palestinians
recognize Israel as a “Jewish
state.” “For the Israelis,”

Haaretz’s Ravit Hecht
writes, “Netanyahu dangles
the catastrophic image of the
Jews being thrown into the
sea—for that must be the
Palestinians’ aim, if they
refuse to recognize Israel as
a Jewish state—and in doing
so, strikes at the center of
the Jewish central nervous
system, which is, of course,
fear of the Holocaust.” But
for Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, Hecht
continues, “Netanyahu’s
demand is that he erase his
people’s history, crush the
Palestinian narrative and
admit that the Arabs [who
constitute roughly 20 per-
cent of Israel’s population,
excluding the West Bank]
are nothing more than guests
in the State of Israel….
Netanyahu knows that
Abbas cannot make such a
declaration,” but he also
knows that any Israeli or, for
that matter, American politi-
cian will catch hell for
opposing it.
Speaking to the Molad/CAP
panel, Daniel Levy of the
European Council on For-
eign Relations suggested
that Netanyahu was playing
the United States and the
European Union for patsies.
Both should be putting pres-
sure on Israel to halt its set-
tlement construction and

negotiate in good faith. But
like the United States,
“Europe is constantly thick-
ening and deepening its rela-
tionship with Israel,” he
lamented. “So neither the
Israelis nor Netanyahu him-
self are sufficiently discou-
raged” to consider the kinds
of concessions necessary to
offer the Palestinians any-
thing more than a Bantu-
stan-style solution.
Netanyahu and company
actually appreciate the mis-
guided efforts of the Boy-
cott, Divestment and Sanc-
tions campaign in the United
States and Europe. As
Molad’s Inbar explains,
while “the ideologically
driven BDS movement likes
to claim credit for any
instance of international
pressure on Israel, it really
forestalls such pressure, as
the large actors whose
actions count in this
regard—governments, inter-
national agencies and corpo-
rations who oppose the
occupation—are justifiably
reluctant to be associated
with the wholesale anti-
Israeli rhetoric of the BDS
movement.” Right-wing
Israelis are therefore able to
take advantage of the wide-
spread distaste for “BDS-
style rhetoric and tactics,
because they know that the

more attention the BDS
movement receives, the
more difficult it will become
to build serious international
pressure on the occupation
itself.” (This is undoubtedly
why Mahmoud Abbas
opposes BDS as well.)
If nothing else, the BDS
types have managed to con-
vince a few performers,
including Roger Waters and
Elvis Costello, to refuse gigs
in Israel. Alas, the Israelis
have had to settle for the
likes of Leonard Cohen and
the Rolling Stones. Mean-
while, those on both sides
who wish to see the genuine
prospects for a Palestinian
state destroyed forever may
be forgiven for singing
“Hallelujah.” All in all, it’s
just another brick in their
wall.
Eric Alterman is a Distin-
guished Professor of Eng-
lish, Brooklyn College, City
University of New York, and
Professor of Journalism at
the CUNY Graduate School
of Journalism. He is also a
columnist forThe Nation and
a fellow of The Nation Insti-
tute, a senior fellow at the
Center for American
Progress in Washington, DC.
Copyright © 2014 The
Nation – distributed by
Agence Global

Israel Celebrates the Return to Status Quo
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Why Turkey is key to the Russia-Ukraine-EU crisis

Ceylan Ozbudak

An overwhelming major-
ity of NGOs and analysts
have led the diplomats of the
EU and the U.S. into playing
a detrimental role in the
status of Ukraine. The EU
was looking for a western-
facing Ukraine -- leaving
Russia behind -- and failed
to take into consideration
that Sevastopol in Crimea
was the only door the Rus-
sian Navy has to the Black
Sea and “the Bear” would
fight for this with its life.
Now those who supported
the internal conflicts in
Ukraine are holding meeting
after meeting and have come
to realize they have nothing
left other than threatening
Russia with sanctions. Rus-
sia’s economy mainly
depends on natural resources
extraction, most of which is
sold to the EU. Sanctions –
if applied – would only fur-
ther damage European econ-
omies and Russia could end
up exporting its rich natural
resources to the rapidly-
rising East.
Ukraine is a hub for the
East-West corridor and has
been subjected to occupation
and pillage due to Asia-
Europe disputes throughout
its history.
The EU certainly did not
pull Ukraine so forcefully to
its side thinking the Ukraini-
ans would excel in democ-
racy, art and science and
therefore contribute to a
great extent to the culture of
the European Union. They
did so because the thirsty
EU economies needed at
least a part of this vital coun-
try to have control over the
Russian energy corridor to
Europe.
The EU also knew that a
shattered Ukraine, stripped
from its geopolitical impor-
tance, would not mean much
to either Ukrainians or Euro-
peans.
This should lead us to think
of, and take precautions for,
a potential axial shift dispute
in the Balkans, a new con-
flict to spread to the coasts
of the Black Sea, like the
one in the Persian Gulf. If
the crisis gets bigger, the
Black Sea will become a
militarized region, the center
for a Russia-West conflict,
and countries in the region
will begin arming them-
selves to the teeth: Romania,
Bulgaria and Ukraine will
turn into vast military
encampments.

Here we
have to turn
to the coun-
try which
has the long-
est Black
Sea coasts
and controls
the sea traf-
fic in the
Black Sea:

Turkey. Turkey constitutes
the basic axis of the South
East Gas Corridor (SGC)
along with Azerbaijan and
Israel is getting involved in
the international energy
business through Turkey.
Iran is also insisting on join-
ing this energy axis.
Turkey is the only country,
which can diplomatically
invite all these diverse
players to the same table.
The diplomatic crisis
between Turkey and Israel
has quickly subsided and is
on the road to being com-
pletely resolved. Azerbaijan
already calls Turkey a
brother nation.
Turkey has been strikingly
successful in bringing Iran to
the diplomatic table con-
cerning serious international
matters such as the Syria cri-
sis, the Iranian-Western
nuclear deal and relation-
ships in the Gulf region. Tur-
key is the only country
where both Iranian and
Israeli citizens can travel
without a visa and enjoy
their stay without being con-
cerned about security risks.

Montreux Convention
Is Turkey holding the cards
to solving simply a potential
energy crisis? Not at all, it is
far more than that. Turkey
controls the only passage-
way to the Black Sea and the
Turkish Straits are the only
waterways connecting the
Black Sea to the Aegean and
Mediterranean Seas and to
the oceans through the Suez
Canal and the Straits of
Gibraltar.
Since 1936, passage through
the Turkish Straits has been
governed by the Montreux
Convention. Freedom of
transit and navigation in the
Straits is regulated in the
Convention based on dis-
crimination regarding mer-
chant vessels, vessels of war,
and aircraft.
Other distinctions are depen-
dent on circumstances: times
of peace, when Turkey is not
a belligerent during a time of
war, when Turkey is a bel-
ligerent in a time of war, and
situations when Turkey con-
siders itself threatened with
the imminent danger of war.
In addition to this, in times
of peace, the total number
and the maximum aggregate
tonnage of all foreign naval
forces that may pass through
the Turkish Straits are lim-
ited to 9 and 15,000 tons
respectively. This means air-
craft carriers cannot under
any circumstance pass
through the Turkish Straits.

The maximum aggregate
tonnage that non-Black Sea
countries may have in this
body of water is 45,000 tons.
The maximum aggregate
tonnage of the vessels of war
that one non-Black Sea
country may have in the sea
is 30,000 tons and vessels of
war belonging to non-Black
Sea states cannot stay more
than 21 days in the Black
Sea. Advance notification
must be given to Turkey of
all passages through the
Turkish Straits. The notifica-
tion time is eight days for
vessels of war belonging to
Black Sea states and 15 days
for those of other countries.
According to the aforemen-
tioned clauses in the Mon-
treux Treaty, even small
American or European war
ships cannot linger in the
Black Sea more than 21 days
and they cannot just show up
at the door without prior per-
mit. Even though the U.S.
asked Turkey to violate the
treaty to pressure Russia
regarding Ukraine, Turkey
turned down this offer.
The reason why we are see-
ing an American warship in
the Black Sea right now is
because the ship was
declared to need repairs after
its 21 day permit had
expired. Turkey sought to
keep the Black Sea demili-
tarized since 1936.
Following the South Ossetia
War in August 2008, the
Turkish Straits again became
an issue of concern for the
US when Turkey denied pas-
sage to US warships seeing
to transit the Straits, which
prevented the tensions from
escalating even further
between the US and Russia.
Istanbul Canal is the key to
Black Sea power struggle
There is one other factor in
the near future which will
make Turkey the number
one player in the Black Sea
power struggle: the Istanbul
Canal project. Through this
new canal, Turkey will be
able to pass aircraft carrier
groups to the Black Sea
without any international
supervision even in times of
peace. Military power is
surely very important but the
Istanbul Canal puts more
power into the hands of Tur-
key through the energy axis
and raises its position as an
energy hub.
Turkey has two relatively
small domestic crude oil
pipelines, Ceyhan-K?r?kkale
and Batman-D?rtyol, which
pump 135,000 bb/d and
86,400 bb/d respectively.
Turkey’s two major interna-
tional pipelines, Kirkuk-
Ceyhan and Baku-Tblisi-
Ceyhan pale in comparison
to the 2004-2008 average of
2.6-2.8 million barrels of oil
transported through the
crowded Bosphorus each
and every day.
The Istanbul Canal could
alleviate the pressure and
reduce shipping delays,

sometimes by up to three
weeks. Even if the capacity
of the Samsun-Ceyhan line
were increased to 1.5 mil-
lion barrels per day, there
would still be over one mil-
lion barrels of oil going
through the Bosphorus, so
clearly pipelines are not the
answer.
Of course, the canal would
affect the energy policies of
other actors in the region.
Having an alternative,
nationally controlled sea
route would increase Tur-
key's regional leverage, both
politically and economically.
The canal would also poten-
tially have an undermining
effect on the current pipeline
projects of Russia, which
would enable the West to
have a genuine “sanctions
card” to play against Russia.

Turkey’s pluralist foreign
policy
These developments show
the importance of Turkey’s
pluralist foreign policy and

rejection of taking sides in
East-West disputes. Despite
significant pressure from the
outside, Turkey has always
kept calm in times of crisis
and did not turn its back on
either Russia or the Euro-
pean Union.
If Turkey chose sides like
many states expect it would,
and turned its face to either
East or West, this would
become a catalyst in creat-
ing a new Cold War. I can
name many respected ana-
lysts criticizing Turkey for
having good relationships
with Russia, Iran, Israel or
America despite the ongoing
tensions.
However, the delicate bal-
ances in the Black Sea right
now heavily depend on Tur-
key being the calm, sane and
wise rational actor in the
escalating tensions. One
needs to feel the moral
dynamics, understand eco-
nomic forces, recognize
back-door diplomatic corri-
dors and study the history of

a region perfectly and be
ready to accept the true driv-
ing force behind a commu-
nity, no matter how contro-
versial it may be to their per-
sonal beliefs.
A lack of deep understanding
of the aforementioned details
has led the majority of politi-
cal pundits to make miscal-
culations not only with their
poll predictions or the out-
come of the protests in Tur-
key, but also with their for-
eign policy assessments.
With its historical presence,
special bonds and future pro-
jects, it is Turkey that will be
holding the key to peace in
the Black Sea in the near
future.
__________________
Ceylan Ozbudak is a Turkish
political analyst, television pre-
senter, and executive director of
Building Bridges, an Istanbul-
based NGO. As a representative
of Harun Yahya organization,
she frequently cites quotations
from the author in her writings.
She can be followed on Twitter
via @ceylanozbudak
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BAGHDAD - Iraq has
closed Abu Ghraib
prison, made infamous
by Saddam Hussein's
regime and US forces,
due to security concerns
following a mass break-
out last year, the justice
ministry said Tues-
day51-4-2014.
The country is suffering
a protracted surge in vio-
lence that has claimed
more than 2,550 lives so
far this year, and the area
west of Baghdad where
the prison is located is
particularly insecure.
"The ministry of justice
announced the complete
closure of Baghdad Cen-
tral Prison, previously
(known as) 'Abu Ghraib,'
and the removal of the
inmates in cooperation
with the ministries of
defence and justice," it
said in an online state-
ment.
The statement quoted
Justice Minister Hassan
al-Shammari as saying
that 2,400 inmates
arrested or sentenced for

terrorism-related
offences have been trans-
ferred to other facilities
in central and northern
Iraq.
"The ministry took this
decision as part of pre-
cautionary measures
related to the security of
prisons," Shammari said,
adding that Abu Ghraib
prison is "in a hot area."

It was not immediately
clear whether the closure
was temporary or final.
The prison is located
between Baghdad and
the city of Fallujah,
which has been held by
anti-government fighters
since early January.
The prison served as a
notorious torture centre
under now-executed dic-

tator Saddam Hussein,
with an estimated 4,000
detainees perishing
there.
Abu Ghraib later became
a byword for abuses car-
ried out by US forces
following the 2003 inva-
sion when photographs
surfaced the following
year showing Iraqi detai-
nees being humiliated by

American guards, ignit-
ing worldwide outrage.
In July 2013, militants
assaulted Abu Ghraib
prison and another in
Taji, north of Baghdad.
Officials said hundreds
of inmates escaped and
over 50 prisoners and
members of the security
forces were killed in the
assaults, which were
claimed by the Islamic
State of Iraq and the
Levant, a powerful jihad-
ist group.
Iraq has been hit by a
year-long surge in vio-
lence, driven principally
by widespread anger
among the Sunni Arab
minority, who say they
are mistreated by the
Shiite-led government
and security forces, as
well as by the civil war
in neighbouring Syria.
Violence in Iraq has
killed more than 340
people since the begin-
ning of the month,
according to figures
based on security and
medical sources.

Iraq closes infamous Abu Ghraib prison
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TIME FOR ACTION:
LEBANESE CITIZENS

AGAINST CORRUPTION
by Rachel Walsh :
With more than 1
million Syrian ref-
ugees settling into
Lebanon, the need
to protect this vul-
nerable population
from the inevitable
onslaught of cor-
ruption that often
follows displace-
ment is crucial
more than ever
before. With this
unfolding tragedy
in mind, The Leba-
nese Transparency

Association has opened new Advocacy and Legal Advice Centres
(ALAC) in the Bekaa region and in the south of Lebanon to reach
a broader base of Lebanon’s population and turn the tide against
growing public apathy about corruption. For example, municipal
misspending is an important public issue leading to inadequate
infrastructure and access to public services in regions such as
Bekaa and Nabatieh. The new centers are important for these
underrepresented communities, who often face difficulties reach-
ing the Advocacy and Legal Advice Centre in Beirut (which
opened in 2009). Area residents are already reporting to the
LALAC hotline; we have received nearly 200 calls since Decem-
ber, and are actively working on more than 50 cases of corruption
currently. Citizens have reported being asked to pay bribes in
order to receive any number of official documents, including con-
struction permits, employment papers and death certificates
among others. Others have reported about municipal representa-
tives misusing their position of power for personal benefit and a
governor refusing to renew a woman’s employment contract
unless she accepts his sexual advances.
Public apathy & fear
Although 71 per cent of Lebanese surveyed think corruption in
the public sector is a serious problem in Lebanon, only about half
of them believe that ordinary people can make a difference in the
fight against corruption. Widespread apathy and defeatism about
the state of corruption in the country, as well as fear of repercus-
sions, prevent many of those who do believe they might be effec-
tive in fighting corruption from ever taking action. Through the
ALACs in Lebanon, we are working to transform this attitude and
encourage Lebanon’s residents to no longer accept corruption as
the status quo.
This starts with letting the public know there is an organization
that they can talk to and, crucially, that wants to help them do
something about corruption. In the case of Hoda Sankari, a 33-
year old lab technician from Tripoli who reported a high ranking
government official propositioned her in order to renew her work
contract with a municipal laboratory in northern Lebanon,
LALAC acted as an advocate.
The legal team at LALAC provided Ms. Sankari with free legal
advice, encouraging her to file a written complaint with the Min-
istry of Interior, naming the governor and detailing her experience
and evidence. The LALAC team is currently following up with
her closely on the case, and will be in direct contact with the Min-
istry of Interior to ensure that her case is properly addressed.
Time for action
Members of parliament, community leaders and business associa-
tion representatives have joined in calling for Lebanon’s residents
to step up and report cases of corruption, voicing support for the
LALAC program at kick-off events for the new centers.
In the coming months, the LALAC team will launch an advocacy
campaign focused on the draft whistleblower protection law to
complement their efforts to engage citizens in the fight against
corruption. In parallel, the Lebanese Transparency Association is
also pushing for passage of the access to information draft law in
Lebanon, which will help citizens better monitor and collect evi-
dence on cases of corruption. Accountability starts with the
mobilization of citizens understanding their rights, recognizing
how corrupt practices are rooted in their everyday life and stand-
ing up to those who continue to abuse their power.

www.blog.transparency.org
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Sciences

Ohio surgeons hope chip in man’s brain lets him
control paralyzed hand with thoughts

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Chad
Bouton snapped awake at 5
a.m. He skipped coffee, threw
some Clif Bars and water in a
bag, and left his wife and chil-
dren and robot at home. He
ordered three Sausage McMuf-
fins from a drive-up window.
He steered toward the hospital.
He entered the operating room
at 6:15 a.m.

Bouton is a research engineer,
not a doctor, and he worked
with an engineer’s precision.
By 7 a.m., he and his team had
set everything up in the operat-
ing room and tested it — the
computer with the secret algo-
rithm, the uplink cable, the
Wand. They were ready to go,
right on time. As they had been
told to expect, the patient was
late. So they tested the equip-
ment again.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/
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Apple
iPhone 5s: 

HTC One:

Sense

BlinkFeed. 

LG/Google Nexus 5: 

Nokia
Lumia Icon: 

Live Tiles 

Samsung Galaxy S5:

AMOLED 

– 

BlackBerry wins ruling
against iPhone

keyboard

Tuesday, 1 April 2014 - Troubled smartphone maker
BlackBerry has won an early round in its legal battle
against an iPhone keyboard made by a startup co-founded
by “American Idol” host Ryan Seacrest.
A court order bans Seacrest’s company, Typo Products
LLC, from selling its iPhone keyboard in the U.S. while
BlackBerry Ltd. proceeds with a patent infringement case
against the product. BlackBerry contends Typo Products
ripped off the design from the physical keyboards used
for typing on BlackBerry’s phones.
U.S. District Judge William Orrick in San Francisco ruled
that BlackBerry is likely to prove its infringement claims
against Typo Products and would be damaged if the sales
of the $99 iPhone keyboard were allowed to continue.
The ban could be lifted later in the case if Typo Products
prevails in its claims that its iPhone keyboard isn’t based
on any of BlackBerry’s patented designs or technology.
“This ruling will help prevent further injury to Black-
Berry from Typo’s blatant theft of our patented keyboard
technology,” BlackBerry said in a statement.

Key plea

Typo Products said it plans to appeal Orrick’s ruling.
“Typo will continue to make and sell innovative products
that busy people can’t live without,” the Los Angeles
company said in a statement.
In court papers, Typo Products warned that it might go
out of business if it was not allowed to keep selling its
iPhone keyboard.
Seacrest started Typo Products with entrepreneur Laur-
ence Hallier last year. The iPhone keyboard went on sale
in January as an alternative to typing on a touch screen.
The physical keyboards on BlackBerry’s phones helped
reshape the way that people used mobile devices.
But those phones have been waning in popularity since
Apple Inc. released the first iPhone in 2007, threatening
BlackBerry’s survival. As its losses have mounted, Black-
Berry’s market value has plummeted from more than $80
billion in 2008 to less than $5 billion today.
The Canadian company is trying to bounce back by focus-
ing more on its software than its smartphones under CEO
John Chen, who took charge last year. BlackBerry lost
$5.9 billion in its last fiscal year ending March 1.
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ALI ABDULLAH SALEH.. Continued From Pg17 
But as the talks dragged
on in the Movenpick
Hotel, on a hill overlook-
ing Sana, the rest of
Yemen fell deeper into
chaos. Tribal rebellions
broke out in the south,
and Al Qaeda increased
the tempo of its attacks,
despite the continuing
American campaign of
drone strikes. In Decem-
ber, an assault on the
Defense Ministry in Sana
killed 52, leading many
Yemenis to conclude that
Al Qaeda had penetrated
the army and security ser-
vices. Mr. Saleh offered
muted praise of the
National Dialogue.
“There was a good
effort,” he said. “If there
is political will, I think
there could be some
implementation.” But
when asked about the
Arab uprisings of 2011,
Mr. Saleh returned to the
theme that helped keep
him and other Arab rulers
in power for so long: fear
of the alternative. “The
Arab Spring was born
dead,” he said. “It came
in the shadow of hard cir-
cumstances in the Middle
East, and it became a
weapon in the hands of
the Islamic movements.”
The New York Times

a terrorist organization.
DESPITE the democratic
yearnings stirred by
Yemen’s popular uprising
in 2011, many people
here are frustrated with
the country’s chaotic pol-
itics and view Mr. Hadi
as irresolute. Yemen’s
major Islamist party,
Islah, has wide popular-
ity, but like the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt, it
is widely distrusted,
partly because of its com-
promises during Mr.
Saleh’s rule.
In theory, Yemen is heal-
ing its political fractures
through a process of
accommodation, not a
return to brittle strong-
men. Last month was the
conclusion of the
National Dialogue Con-
ference, a 10-month exer-
cise in group political
therapy that was called
for in the United Nations-
brokered deal that
removed Mr. Saleh. The
conference involved end-
less, often fractious
encounters among 565
people representing
Yemen’s many political
parties and social classes,
tribal sheikhs, religious
leaders, businessmen,
women and
“revolutionary youth.”

 Saleh was asked
about these ambitions
for his son, his
scratchy voice rose in
protest. “I did not
want that for him then,
much less now,” he
said. 
He went on to deride
the opponents who
still seem so focused
on him. “It is 
not enough for them
that I have left
power,” he said.
“They think they will
not rule Yemen until I
also leave the country,
and die.” It is entirely
possible that Mr.
Saleh’s son or neph-
ews could eventually
inherit his mantle.
Many Yemenis speak
admiringly of Egypt’s
military chief, Field
Marshal Abdul-Fattah
el-Sisi, who forced
that country’s elected
president, Mohamed
Morsi, from power
last summer and is
now poised to become
Egypt’s next presi-
dent. He has been
uncompromising in
his dealings with the
Muslim Brotherhood,
using lethal force to
silence its members
and having it declared
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Critically endangered
Hawksbill sea turtles return
home to Abu Dhabi’s Saa-
diyat Island for nesting.

ABU DHABI -WAM- The Environmental Services team at the
Tourism Development and Investment Company (TDIC), mas-
ter developer of major tourism, cultural and residential destina-
tions in Abu Dhabi, has spotted the first sea turtle nest on Saa-
diyat Island, marking the start of this year's nesting season.
The critically endangered Hawksbill sea turtles will now start
to nest on the destination's beachfront and will be under the
observation of TDIC's environmental services team, as part of
the company's Hawksbill Turtle Conservation Programme, the
only one of its kind in the Arabian Gulf. The nests, which can
contain between 90 and 100 eggs, will be clearly marked to
ensure hotel guests and staff don't disturb them. Hatching is
expected within 50-70 days. The Saadiyat Beach plays host to
several Hawksbill turtle nests every year. The Hawksbill is
listed as critically endangered on the International Union for
Conservation of Nature's Red List, as its population has
declined by more than 80 per cent worldwide over the last
three generations due to habitat destruction and poaching.
TDIC has taken serious steps to ensure the protection of Saa-
diyat's coastal dune system and the safety of the hawksbill tur-
tles that come to shore every year to lay its eggs. As a result,
TDIC restricts resort development on Saadiyat Beach to at least
60 metres back from the seaward edge of the coastal dunes,
creating a buffer zone which serves as a physical barrier
between construction and operations and the Saadiyat Dune
Protection Zone nesting beach. Part of the Hawksbill Turtle
Conservation Programme, this ensures that the turtles continue
to nest even during the construction and operations of projects
on the island.
"It has always been our priority to make sure that Saadiyat
remains a natural habitat for marine life. We are delighted that
this is the case for the sea turtles that continue to come to shore
to lay their eggs year after year. This goes on to show the suc-
cess of our environmental programme, which surely wouldn't
be made possible without the cooperation of our partners, resi-
dents and contractors and their willingness to adhere to the
strict guidelines imposed by our environmental team," said Ali
Al Hammadi, Deputy Managing Director at TDIC.
Since the start of the program in early 2010, some 650 eggs
have hatched successfully on Saadiyat. Operational guidelines
further protect the nesting sites by restricting beach access to
pedestrians who reach the beach via elevated boardwalks,
therefore preventing people from walking through the delicate
dune system and potentially disturbing the nests.
"When the nesting season starts our main priority becomes to
make sure that the sea turtles are not obstructed or disturbed
when they land on the beach to dig their nests, lay their eggs
and return to the sea," said Dr. Nathalie Staelens, Head of Envi-
ronmental Services at TDIC. "Once baby turtles start to hatch,
we then aim to make sure they all make it safely to the sea by
ensuring there are no nearby light sources that could disorient
them," she said.
Strong lights and noise may distract the baby turtles, causing
them to head in the wrong direction and away from the sea.
This has led TDIC to take further measures including lighting
guidelines and assessments of operational developments, and a
dedicated environmental resource that monitors and audits
properties operating on Saadiyat. For example, during nesting
season, night lighting is reduced to aid the baby turtles' orienta-
tion towards the sea; nests are logged and avoided by beach
maintenance crews, and all beach furniture is moved off the
beach at night. TDIC also requests its residents on Saadiyat
Beach to help ensure the continuation and safety of the turtles'
nesting activities by asking them to switch off outdoor lights
when they are not outside, close their curtains at night to mini-
mise light spill, refrain from going to the beach after dark and
avoid turtle tracks so they can be recorded by TDIC. Hawksbill
turtles nest on a number of islands in the UAE, with Saadiyat's
deep sand beaches and natural dune system beyond the high
tide line providing them with a good nesting habitat. Just how
long turtles have been nesting on Saadiyat is unknown, how-
ever after 30 years, breeding Hawksbill females return to their
birth place to lay their eggs. TDIC's Hawksbill Turtle Conser-
vation Programme and its strict guidelines have ensured that
the turtles continue to return to Saadiyat for nesting.
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Arabic inscriptions of 
Alhambra decoded centuries

By Elisa Santafe -
MADRID

Researchers armed with
modern technology such as
digital cameras and 3D laser
scanners have embarked on
a mission to catalogue and
decipher for the first time
the words that adorn Spain's
most-visited tourist attrac-
tion.
For centuries visitors to the
Alhambra fortress-palace in
Granada, built by Spain's
medieval Moorish rulers,
have wondered what the
thousands of Arabic inscrip-
tions that are carved into its
walls and ceilings mean.
What the researchers have
found so far is that, contrary
to what was widely believed,
verses from the Koran and
poetry represent only a tiny
minority of the messages in
classical Arabic that cover
the Alhambra, Europe's
jewel of Muslim architec-
ture.

"They do not make up not
even 10 percent of what has
been studied so far," said
Juan Castilla an investigator
with the School of Arabic
Studies at Spain's Higher
Scientific Research Council
which is directing the pro-
ject.
Instead the phrase that
appears most frequently is
the motto of the Nasrid
dynasty that ruled Granada
from 1238 until the Spanish
reconquered the city in
1492: "There is no victor but
God."
"It is repeated hundreds of
times," said Castilla, whose
team has so far decoded
3,116 inscriptions of the
roughly 10,000 that cover
the sprawling complex since
work on the project began in
2002.
The next most common mes-
sages are single words like
"perpetual happiness" that
are thought to be expressions
of divine wishes for the
Muslim rulers of Granada.
Many other inscriptions con-
sist of aphorisms, terse say-

ings embodying
a general truth,
such as "Be
sparse in words
and you will go
in peace" and
"Rejoice in good
fortune, because
God helps you."
Until now there
have only been
partial studies of
what the inscrip-
tions meant,
including one
ordered by the
Catholic mon-
archs Ferdinand
and Isabella who
sought to purge
Spain of Mus-
lims after the

reconquest of Granada in
1492.
"It seems incredible that
there is no exhaustive cata-
logue (of the inscriptions) in
the 21st century," said Cas-
tilla. Many of the inscrip-
tions are wrapped around
arches and pillars, making
them hard to read with the
naked eye from ground
level.
Further complicating the
task is the fact that artisans
who did the engraving used
an elaborately cursive script,
which can be difficult to
read. Calligraphy was a
major art form.

The researchers hope to have
65 percent of the inscriptions
catalogued and translated
into Spanish by the end of
the year and the entire pro-
ject finished in 2011.
The inscriptions will be
translated into English and
French as well later on.
Those that have been trans-
lated so far are available on
a DVD and a book which
outlines where each one
appears and when it was
created.
The Alhambra, which was
listed as a UNESCO world
heritage site in 1994,
received 3.1 million visitors
in 2008, according to the
company that manages ticket
sales for the 13th century
palace and fortress complex.
It suffered pillage and decay
over the centuries but
remained intact and in recent
years has undergone exten-
sive restoration.

According to legend, when
the Spanish reconquered
Granada in 1492, the city's
last Arabic ruler burst into
tears as he surveyed the
Alhambra for the last time as
the royal party moved south
toward exile. When his
mother approached him she
said: "Do not weep like a
woman for what you could
not defend like a man." 
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 Heritage  

Outstanding Universal Value
Brief synthesis

Situated in a mountain val-
ley at an altitude of 2,200 m,
the Old City of Sana'a is
defined by an extraordinary
density of rammed earth and
burnt brick towers rising
several stories above stone-
built ground floors, strik-
ingly decorated with geo-
metric patterns of fired
bricks and white gypsum.
The ochre of the buildings
blends into the bistre-
colored earth of the nearby
mountains. Within the city,
minarets pierce the skyline
and spacious green bustans
(gardens) are scattered
between the densely packed
houses, mosques, bath build-
ings and caravanserais.
Inhabited for more than
2,500 years, the city was
given official status in the
second century BC when it
was an outpost of the
Yemenite kingdoms. By the
first century AD it emerged
as a centre of the inland
trade route. The site of the
cathedral and the martyrium
constructed during the
period of Abyssinian domi-
nation (525-75) bear witness
to Christian influence whose
apogee coincided with the
reign of Justinian. The
remains of the pre-Islamic
period were largely
destroyed as a result of pro-
found changes in the city
from the 7th century
onwards when Sana'a
became a major centre for
the spread of the Islamic
faith as demonstrated by the
archaeological remains
within the Great Mosque,
said to have been con-
structed while the Prophet
was still living. Successive
reconstructions of Sana'a
under Ottoman domination
beginning in the 16th cen-
tury respected the organiza-
tion of space characteristic
of the early centuries of
Islam while changing the
appearance of the city and
expanding it with a second
city to the west. The houses
in the old city are of rela-
tively recent construction
and have a traditional struc-
ture.
As an outstanding example
of a homogeneous architec-
tural ensemble reflecting the
spatial characteristics of the
early years of Islam, the city
in its landscape has an
extraordinary artistic and
pictorial quality. Its many-
storied buildings represent
an outstanding response to
defensive needs in providing
spacious living quarters for

the maximum number of
residents within defensible
city walls. The buildings
demonstrate exceptional
craftsmanship in the use of
local materials and tech-
niques. The houses and pub-
lic buildings of Sana'a,
which have become vulnera-
ble as a result of contempo-
rary social changes, are an
outstanding example of a
traditional, Islamic human
settlement.
Described by historians,
geographers and scholars of
the early Islamic and medie-
val eras, Sana'a is associated
with the civilizations of the
Bible and the Koran.
Criterion (iv): Within its
partially preserved wall, it
offers an outstanding exam-
ple of a homogeneous archi-
tectural ensemble, which
design and detail translate
an organization of space
characteristic of the early
centuries of Islam which has
been respected over time.
Criterion (v): The houses of
Sana'a, which have become
vulnerable as a result of con-
temporary social changes,
are an outstanding example
of an extraordinary master-
piece, traditional human set-
tlement.
Criterion (vi): Sana'a is
directly and tangibly asso-
ciated with the history of the
spread of Islam in the early
years of the Hegira. The
Great mosque of Sana'a,
built in year 6 of Hegira, is
known as the first mosque
built outside Mecca and
Medina.The Old City of
Sana'a has contributed to
and played a major role in

Yemeni, Arab and Islamic
World history through the
contributions of historical
Yemeni figures including Al
Hassan B. Ahmed Al Ham-
dany, Ahamed Al Razy and
Al Shawkany.
Integrity (2011)
A significant proportion of
all the attributes that express
the Outstanding Universal
Value are within the prop-
erty. However, in certain
quarters of the city, accelera-
tion of new development is
eroding its character. The
visual integrity of the prop-
erty is threatened by an
increase in new modern
hotels and telecommunica-
tion towers in the surround-
ing landscape.
The disappearance of the
traditional juridical system
or the application of new
and supplementary ones, the
accelerated social and eco-
nomical changes, the rapid
urban development within
and around the city and the
disappearance of open space
as the bustans are gradually
built over, are creating vari-
ous unbearable pressures on
the city and its inhabitants.
Authenticity (2011)
The attributes that carry
Outstanding Universal Value
are the overall design of the
city and its buildings with
their decorated façades, tra-
ditional building materials,
and the open spaces
(bustans, maqashe and
sarah'at ) considered as part
of the city's urban environ-
ment, together with the vis-
ual appearance of the city
surrounded by mountains.
The authenticity of these

Old City of Sana'a (yemen)

attributes is vulnerable to
incorrect conservation prac-
tices and development.
Associated intangible values
relating to traditional socio-
economic activities, includ-
ing the very high percentage
of home ownership, con-
tinue to be demonstrated. 
Protection and management
requirements (2011)
The protection of the Old
City of Sana'a is ensured by
the Antiquities Law of 1997
as well as the Building Law
of 2002. Protection will be
improved when the Histori-
cal Cities Preservation Law
comes into force. The prep-
aration of a Conservation
Plan, and of an exhaustive
inventory of buildings of the
city and its surroundings
have been completed. The
General Organization for the
Preservation of the Historic
Cities of Yemen (GOPHCY)
aims to develop the Conser-
vation Plan in the next few
years. It is also proposed to
establish a Conservation
Unit to involve all stake-
holders, who will be encour-
aged to participate in the
preparation of the city Man-
agement Plan process.
GOPHCY, established in
1990, is an independent
body set up to create an
appropriate strategy for sus-
tainable development. After
the new Law enters into
force, it will become the
overall authority for man-
agement of the World Heri-
tage property.
In its decision concerning
inscription, the World Heri-
tage Committee
"recommended that an ade-

quate buffer zone should be
established around the old
city." This recommendation
should be implemented in
order to improve the protec-
tion of the property which
also needs clearly defined
boundaries.
In the long term, it is
intended to adopt a clear
strategy for sustainable pres-
ervation and development of
the Old City and to reach a
better control of the setting
as well as ensuring the bal-
ance between commercial
and residential activities.
Long Description
Within its partially pre-
served wall, Sana'a is an
outstanding example of a
homogeneous architectural
ensemble whose design and
detail illustrate an organiza-
tion of space characteristic
of the early centuries of
Islam which has been
respected over time. The
houses of Sana'a, which
have become vulnerable as a
result of contemporary
social changes, are an out-
standing example of a
unique, traditional human
settlement. Countless partial
studies have been made of
the houses of Sana'a, with
the objective of eventual
demolition. The beauty of
the urban landscape of
Sana'a, whose overall
appearance should remain
intact, attests that they
should be preserved inte-
grally.
The City of Sana'a, capital
of Yemen since 1962, is a
fine example of artistic and
pictorial quality, now con-
sidered to be a homogenous

ensemble made up of tower-
houses built from rammed
earth. Its history covers a
period of over 2,000 years.
Given official status in the
2nd century BC when it was
an outpost of the Yemenite
kingdoms, Sana'a (Arabic for
'fortified place') was asso-
ciated with all the major his-
torical events that took place
in Arabia Felix. The site of
the cathedral and the martyr-
ium constructed during the
period of Abyssinian domi-
nation (525-75) bear witness
to Christian influence whose
apogee coincided with the
reign of Justinian.
The remains of the pre-
Islamic period were largely
destroyed as a result of pro-
found changes in the city
from 628. Beginning with
the early years of the Hegira,
Sana'a became a major cen-
tre for the spread of the
Islamic faith. The Great
Mosque is said to have been
constructed while the
Prophet was still living, with
materials recovered from the
Ghumdan Palace and the
cathedral.
The successive reconstruc-
tions of Sana'a under Otto-
man domination, beginning
in the 16th century, respected
the proportions and balance
of the medieval city while
changing its appearance. At
the same time, a new city
grew up to the west of the
first settlement and is contig-
uous with it. The new city
covers a similar surface area.
The houses in the old city
are of relatively recent con-
struction and have a tradi-
tional structure. The stone-
built ground floor houses
provisions and livestock. A
staircase leads to the upper
floors which normally com-
prise, successively, a large
common room, which served
as a meeting room for busi-
ness affairs; the divan, used
exclusively for festivities
and family gatherings;
smaller, private living quar-
ters; and, last, on the top
floor, the mafraj, a room
where men meet in the after-
noon. Large windows line
three walls of the room
forming a kind of loggia.
The only differentiating fea-
ture of these tower-like
houses is the size and num-
ber of floors (there may be
as many as nine), and the
quality of the ornamental
and painted decoration of the
windows, friezes and coping.

Source: UNESCO/CLT/
WHC
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The Arab American National
Museum (AANM), which
opened in 2005, is the first
museum in the world
devoted to Arab American
history and culture. Located
in Dearborn, Michigan, the
Museum seeks to dispel mis-
conceptions about Arab
Americans and other minori-
ties. The museum features
two permanent exhibits. The
first floor features the contri-
butions of the Arab civiliza-
tion to science, medicine,
mathematics, architecture,
and the decorative arts. The
second floor focuses on the
Arab experience in America,
including a gallery about
prominent Arab-Americans
such as Ralph Nader and
Helen Thomas and displays
of documents and artifacts
from Arab Americans related
to immigration and the
immigration process. The
AANM also includes two
large gallery spaces for the
exhibiting of art. 
The Museum's inaugural
exhibition In/Visible fea-
tured a number of notewor-
thy Arab-American and
Arab artists including Emily
Jacir, John Halaka, Athir
Shayota, Helen Zughaib,
Rheim Alkadhi, Abdelali
Dahrouch, Sumayyah
Samaha, Mariam Ghani and
Doris Bittar and was curated
by Salwa Mikdadi. Con-
struction of the museum cost
$15 million. Donors
included Chrysler, General
Motors, the Rockefeller
Foundation, Saudi Arabia
and Qatar.[3] The museum is
also a part of the Smithso-
nian Affiliations.
Arab American National
Museum Mission State-
ment :  The Arab American
National Museum's mission
is to document, preserve,
celebrate, and educate the
public on the history, life,
culture and contributions of
Arab Americans. We serve
as a resource to enhance
knowledge and understand-
ing about Arab Americans
and their presence in the
United States.  
Programs and Events at the

AANM: DIWAN: A Forum
for the Arts is a biennial pro-
gram of the Arab American
National Museum (AANM).
DIWAN unites Arab Ameri-
can artists, scholars and per-
formers representing myriad
academic fields and artistic
genres for a weekend dia-
logue that reinforces the
AANM's commitment to
providing a place for com-
munity members and artists
to meet, exchange ideas and
exhibit their work. DIWAN
also encourages audiences to
explore the boundaries of art
in addressing social issues
related to Arab Americans
and the community at large.
[5] Notable presenters at the
2009 DIWAN conference
include writer Najla Said,
poet Suheir Hammad, artist
Wafaa Bilal, and poet Remi
Kanazi.
Global Thursdays is a peri-
odic music program at the
AANM that promotes World
Music. Though Global
Thursdays is held at the
Arab American National
Museum the music is a
diverse mix from Mexican
American roots music to
Chinese Classical and Rock.
The program also focuses on
Michigan made music
including Jere Stormer's
Folk Out, a Michigan folk
music revue. Global Thurs-
days also showcases a
diverse mix of Arab Ameri-
can artists including famous
Palestinian American poet
Suheir Hammad, Dearborn
comedian Sarah Bazzi and
legendary Oud and Violin
player Simon Shaheen.
Arab Film Festival is an
annual film festival put on
by the AANM that show-
cases a number of notable
Arab and Arab American
films over a weekend. Past
festivals have celebrated the
career of a particular Arab
filmmaker or director. The
2008 Arab Film Festival
honored the work of the leg-
endary Egyptian film direc-
tor Youssef Chahine and
showed his films The Cairo
Station and The Destiny. The
festival also features short

films such as Kemo Sabe the
story of Yussef, a six year
old Arab-American boy who
dreams of being the Cowboy
instead of the Indian on the
playground.
The Arab American Book
Award was established in
2006 to celebrate and sup-
port the research of and the
written work of Arab Ameri-
cans and their culture. The
Arab American Book Award
encourages the publication
and excellence of books that
preserve and advance the
understanding, knowledge,
and resources of the Arab
American community by
celebrating the thoughts and
lives of Arab Americans.
The purpose of the Award is
to inspire authors, educate
readers and foster a respect
and understanding of the
Arab American culture.
The Book Award covers four
general areas of authorship:
Adult Fiction, Adult Non-
Fiction, Children's/ Young
Adult and as of 2008,
Poetry.
Permanent Collection of Art
Complementing its regular
lineup of solo and group
exhibitions of art from the
Arab world and its Ameri-
can diaspora, the museum
holds a permanent collection

of paintings, drawings,
sculpture, photography, and
installation art. Represented
in this collection with nota-
ble works are artists Helen
Zughaib, John Halaka,
Kamal Boulatta, Doris Bit-
tar, Sumayyah Samaha, Afaf
Zurayk, Leila Kubba Kaw-
ash, Athir Shayota, Wafer
Shayota, and Adnan Cha-
rara. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Arab American 
National Museum

Dearborn
) 

Islamic Center of
America).
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5 Ways To Cope With
Stress, Based On Science- 1
By Justin Caba

Coping with our stress
levels is an important part
of ensuring our bodily and
psychological health. Left
unchecked, stress can
wreak havoc on not only
our mind and emotions, but
also on our physiological
health, in the form of heart
attacks, stroke, kidney dis-
ease, and arthritis. With a
demanding schedule that
requires us to be in three
places at once, finding time
to manage stress can be
easier said than done. The
term “stress” was coined
by Austrian-Canadian
endocrinologist Dr. Hans
Selye in 1936 to describe
“the non-specific response
of the body to any demand
for change.” So, in dealing
with stress, our best option
could be finding ways to
help our mind and body
deal with the ever-
changing world around us
by offering up some dis-

tractions. Here are five:

1. Exercise

Stress originates in the
brain and makes its way
down to other parts of the
body by way of cranial
nerve endings. Through
this point of origin, many
experts believe the best
way to relieve stress and
anxiety is to start with the
body and work your way
back up to the brain. We
can do this through many
forms of light, moderate, or
intense physical activity,
depending on what your
body can handle. Endor-
phins, natural painkillers
produced by the brain, are
generated at a high rate fol-
lowing any type of physi-
cal activity. Participating in
physical activity can not
only reduce tensions but
also stabilize our mood,
improve sleep, and expand
our self-esteem.
The Anxiety and Depres-
sion Association of Amer-
ica recommends a healthy
adult take in at least two

and a half hours of moderate
physical activity or one and
a quarter hour of intense
physical activity each week.
In spite of these recommen-
dations, you can start to feel
the stress-reducing effects of
weight training or a brisk
walk within the first five
minutes. Although a short
walk around your block may
only offer a couple of hours’
worth of stress relief, mak-
ing a daily routine out of it
could put an end to anxiety
over time. For the best
results, consider yoga. The
combination of deep breath-
ing and careful posing will
wash away your concerns
within 30 minutes.
Burnout, Stress Often Spills
Over From Work To Home

2. Find a Hobby

Laying out on the couch
enjoying some alone time
may seem like a great way
to release some tension, but
let’s be honest: Being in our

own head  for too long isn’t
good for anyone. That’s not
to say we should glue our-
selves to our work comput-
ers from sun up to sun down
because for most of us that
is precisely why we’re
stressed. Instead, find some-
thing that interests you and
devote a part of your day to
it. Whether it’s picking up a
musical instrument, starting
a new sport, or finding new
and inventive cooking reci-
pes, a hobby can help focus
our mind and diminish
fatigue.
Just make sure your new
hobby is something that
engages your mind and
body. If we don’t offer our-
selves some type of chal-
lenge, we might as well
head back to the couch. Our
brain thrives on focusing in
on a problem and solving
that problem. When we
devote around 30 minutes a
day to an obstacle within
our new interest, we free
ourselves from cares and
worries during that time and
as we solve that obstacle we

improve our self-esteem.
Low self-esteem is a detri-
ment to stress levels and
can result in much bigger
problems including depres-
sion.

3 Musical Therapy

You don’t have to know
how to play or read music
to enjoy its relaxing bene-
fits. Simply listening to
your favorite song or a
soothing melody can be
your greatest weapon in
stress management. Music
in this case is definitely up

for interpretation. It can
include the music of
nature: water running
down a brook, the songs of
a bird, or a gentle breeze
coming from the ocean.
We all know a wandering
mind can get us into trou-
ble. Musical therapy can
provide a positive distrac-
tion while at the same time
offer us the best way to
focus our attention. Partic-
ularly relaxing music can
also balance our physiol-
ogy by lowering stress hor-
mone levels, slowing our
heart rate, and decreasing

blood pressure. For those of
you with sleep troubles, lis-
tening to music before bed
can help wash away whatever
bothered you during the day,
helping you sleep through the
night. Lastly, a certain song or
melody can stimulate your
brain to think of a time when
you were completely stress-
free. The part of our brain that
processes music is closely
related to the part that con-
trols memory. Be careful
though. The wrong song can
also drudge up some memo-
ries better left in the past.
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Fashion
& Jewelry

Tote bags

Bucket bag

Fashion rehab: detoxing your
closet for a stylish summer

By Mimi Raad | Special to Al Arabiya News

After a few days spent at one of the world’s fashion weeks and
after total immersion in the world of style, fashionistas risk expe-
riencing a complete or partial shutdown of the “fashion part” of
their psyche. All joking aside, a few days of fashion detox are
seriously required.
Beautiful and stylish fashion lovers competing for attention
around the French capital can become overwhelming. It can reach
a point at which it is no longer about style, but about over-the-top
outrageousness. Simple outfits, carried with style and noncha-
lance, became a rarity. For some, more inspiration can be gleaned
from a young Parisian woman crossing the street carrying her
cape, draped elegantly over her shoulders, with a felt hat, than the
hordes of fashionistas deploying sartorial efforts to look
“different” in Paris’ many hotspots.
Detoxing the body and soul after all this hustle and bustle is
highly advised. It’s almost summer, and who isn’t itching to clean
up and restock?

Project Closet Detox

Detoxing your closet requires time; be ready to spend a whole
day alone with your wardrobe, your mirror and a critical eye.
Everything should come under inspection; your T-shirts, shirts,
skirts, trousers, scarves, dresses, coats, accessories, shoes, linge-
rie, stockings included. First, bring out three large bags. One can
be used to throw out worn out and irrecoverable items, the second
can be used to throw in items that are still in good shape, but
don’t fit you anymore; are from another era with a cut that
doesn’t follow your body shape; or are not as cool or funny as
you thought they were when you first bought them. The third bag
can be filled with items that require alteration or laundry.
Set aside all the items you like to wear and that represent your
comfort zone, a mere 20 percent of your closet.
The target should be to wear 90 percent of your closet in your
daily life, the remaining 10 percent are the exceptional pieces for
evenings out. Try everything on. You have to. As you lay out the
“Yes” pile out, you may find yourself mixing and matching items
from different decades. The key point is to keep only what
enhances your body shape.
Now, here is the fun part: Mix and match your clothes then take
pictures of the combinations you like. It will make your mornings
much easier. While mixing and matching, take note of the missing
items in your closet that you need to buy to complete certain
looks. This will make your shopping more efficient.
Sort your clothes into three different seasons: winter, summer and
the passe partouts, i.e. items that can be worn year round - for
instance, the little black dress perfectly worn in summer with
slinky sandals and in winter with opaque nylons and biker boots.
When putting your clothes back in order, stack them into clever
piles, separating long sleeved t-shirts and cardigans and other
items of clothing. You can also hang dresses and tops by color,
store your shoes in boxes with a description on the packaging and
keep your handbags stuffed with paper to maintain their shape.
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You Voice

texasmuslims.lefora.com 
(1

Yemeni Jewish writer calls on
Muslims to be The morality of the

prophet "Mohammed peace be
upon him"

Islam Latina: Many call
directed me to abandon the
tenets of the Jewish and
the entry of Islam, and
many also Alanonna every
day and Asfinu infidel and
non-Muslims say that their
fate to the fire of God. 
Sent me a friend a beauti-
ful story about the Prophet
Muhammad and the Jews
was inhabited neighbor-
hood and caused him harm
and Prophet patient with

him, and when the disease Jewish visited the Prophet Fajgel
Jewish manners and entered Islam ... When I read it I under-
stood that the actions and manners of the Prophet Muhammad
was the scale of the Jewish impressive Islam and embraced by
even to read the Koran .. Mavi moment and I wondered to
myself: I wonder what Muslims today Sigrun Jew to enter
Islam ..!? 
I hope that does not Ngillkm candor, I'm trying to understand
Islam the way the Jewish safest because of the actions of the
Prophet by the words of the Koran .. and I will discuss the topic
with three points:  First - Muslims and all multi-day doctrines is
the doctrine of the other "infidel" and analyzes .. If you want to
kill him - a Jew - enter Islam does enter from the door "year" or
"Shia" or other sects? And any of them live in peace and do not
kill me analyze other supporters of the doctrines of Islam!?  I
spoke to my Muslim friend in Beirut calls for friends to enter
Islam, and during the discussion I was surprised that Muslims
chanting sacred words of the Prophet Mohammed that Muslims
would break into (70) the whole band Saazbhm God in the fire
except one band will enter Paradise. I asked my friend the name
of the band, said they do not know and there is no known Mus-
lim but each band claims that they are intended ...!!  I wondered
to myself: I wonder if he wants to enter the Jewish Islam When
any band is going to turn into a Muslim? One of the Muslim
scholars give definite assurance that he will join the squad for
the correct Ayazbha God!? This is a great adventure and very
serious.  Secondly - Today, Muslims are fighting, including
fences everywhere, and massacred each other in ways that very
ugly .. how convinced the Jewish enter Islam if any Muslim
kills his brother because of religion itself, while can not hear
any of you that the Jews are killing each other because of relig-
ion, but on the contrary, Israel set up because of its state relig-
ion.  Two days ago, I read a report was submitted to the United
Nations of the Arab and Muslim countries is talking about (80)
thousand Muslims were killed in Syria in just two years in the
hands of the Muslims, whether from the opposition or the
regime. I saw a video clip of one of the opposition fighters, a
soldier and heart goes out to eat - the heart of any Muslim who
eats his Muslim brother ..!!!  As you read the statistics about the
number of people killed in Iraq during the Civil War (sectarian)
estimated by more than 280 thousand Iraqis, mostly Muslims,
very few among them are Christians.  I will confine myself to
these doubled, and leave you thinking, reflection and wonder
how can a Jew or Christian to be convinced and assured his
heart to enter Islam if this case Muslim countries? I am confi-
dent with every confidence that what is happening is not
because of the teachings of Islam, all religions call for peace. 
Third - when the Prophet Muhammad called people to Islam, it
seduced freedom, justice and salvation from oppression, ignor-
ance and poverty of the people that followed him. But today,
when Muslims call the Jews to enter Islam Agrunhm what?  To
be frank and honest: Most of our Arab Islamic state where pov-
erty, ignorance, injustice, human rights violations and lack of
development and economic power, but not so to the Arab
Spring revolutions. While states run by Christians and Jews
who are regarded by some (infidels) are becoming of entice
Muslims to migrate to it and work or live in. .. but are made
??for the Muslims until their underwear .. and I apologize for it
is not intended to ridicule, but recognition and frankness reality
to live the world today! 
True I am Jewish, but I respect Islam and I find while telling
me about Muslims constitution great for human life, and
Thompski Baqidta not blasphemous, as some believe, has sent
me a friends text of the Koran confirms that it did not atone
religions say this text ((not both of the People of the Book
nation list reciting verses of Allah pots of the night they wor-
ship))!  So I began to read the studies about the Koran every
day increasing confusion over and kept asking myself: Why,
then, the Islamic world, arrived in this case, although he has the
constitution of religious gorgeous and a great prophet was mak-
ing Jew followed the behavior of a small pre-knowledge of the
Mavi Koran while today viewed non-Muslims to Muslims with
suspicion and fear !!?
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 Health & Med-
Weak at the knees? Cure

chronic joint pain with these
simple tips

By Vahdaneh Vahid | Special to Al Arabiya News

Joint pain is a common clinical complaint from people of all
ages. Non-contact joint pain could be the result of bad posture
and here a few tips and tricks to help alleviate that pain.
Maintaining a structurally inline posture for your body is
important - when engineers construct and build the huge sky
scrapers in the city of Dubai, they would always make sure
that each floor is stacked evenly onto on each other.
Scroll down for a step-by-step guide to relieving knee pain
But if the sky scrapers were built with floors that did not stack
correctly, then the structures would lean to one side, which
would make the base unstable. Eventually the building would
collapse. Our bodies also require our joints to be stacked accu-
rately, and the correct muscles must be used to support certain
areas.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes: In short, our shoulders
should stack above our hips; our legs should then stack above
our knees and then our knees over the ankles. If we don’t stack
ourselves correctly, we will bend like a leaning sky scraper.
The main threat to good posture is the almost constant sitting
position many people find themselves in. Over time, certain
muscles in the body become overactive and shortened. To help
us achieve good posture, and as a result reduce joint pain,
Myofascial release therapy is key for the overactive/shortened
muscles which are tight and lack blood circulation.
Step-by-step : Here are a few tips on how to apply Myofascial
release therapy to your thigh muscle, helping to alleviate pain
in the knee.
1) Lie face down with your thigh on a PVC pipe, available at
any hardware store.
2) Try to keep the thigh you not rolling on, out to the side
3) Bend your elbows at 90 degrees – they will be used for
support throughout the exercise
4) Making sure to get the full spectrum of the of the thigh
muscle, start to roll along the PVC pipe, beginning from the
top of your thigh to just above your knee for 2-5 minutes
5) Be sure to NOT roll on the knee joint itself
6) Switch to the other leg and repeat the process

The Rectus Femoris muscle, or thigh muscle, inserts directly
into the patellar tendon, or knee joint. Therefore, any shorten-
ing of the thigh muscle causes it to pull on the knee joint, lead-
ing to pain and discomfort. You can use a PVC pipe as illus-
trated above, or even a bar to roll out your muscle with your
hands, as shown in the video below. To ease constant knee
pain, rolling out the thigh muscle must be worked into your
weekly routine or even your daily routine if you can find the
time.
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Insomnia
It can be a lifelong partner or
strike every once in a while
with cruel precision. Some
of us chase it away with rel-
ative ease, finding a cure at
the bottom of a warm glass
of milk, while others have to
fight tooth and nail to get a
few hours of sleep every
night. But whether inability
to sleep is a constant com-
panion or an unexpected vis-
itor, most of us wish it
would leave us alone.
As someone who had a sleep
disorder for the past 14
years, I know exactly what
it's like to feel very
exhausted from doing very
little. Insomnia is not only a
problem, it's also a habit.
You stay up past your bed
time once, twice, and by the
end of the month, you can't
remember when you didn't
have dark circles under your
eyes. For some people–like
writers and artists–insomnia
is an occupational hazard.
For the rest of us, it's a sign
of a problem or stress. If you
stay up every night to
engage in a creative activity
of some sort, you'll probably
be doing that for the rest of
your life. But if the only rea-
son you stay up is to watch
TV, surf the web, or walk
restlessly around your flat,
it's probably time for a
change.
So, it seems you can't sleep
Take a pill, as a good doctor
would say, or a shot of
vodka, as a bad doctor might
(you never know, until you
try). Here is a list of 10
unconventional insomnia
remedies that I found useful
or especially popular among
the sleepless web surf-
ers.Caution: some of these
may put you to sleep.
1. Wear yourself out
Taking things easy can be
great. Taking things too easy
can leave you with more
energy than your body needs
at the end of the day. If you
notice a decrease in your
daily and overall physical
activity, weight gain, and
unusual alertness during
nighttime, your sleep prob-
lems may be the result of
your slow days.
If you're taking a break from
work/school and find your-
self with too much time on
your hands, make sure to
burn enough energy daily to
wear yourself out before
sleep. Set aside some time
every day to do something
energetic, like swimming,
jogging, doing daily chores
or shopping on your own
two feet instead of taking a
car. Get lots of fresh air and
take long walks in the eve-
ning or ride a bicycle home.
2. Wear your brain out
Another way to wear your-
self out before bed is men-
tally. Try learning or memor-
izing something right before

going to sleep, just when
your body is starting to
relax. Falling asleep this
way comes with two major
benefits. First of all, you'll
be using your nightly vigi-
lance to learn something
you're interested in, like for-
eign words or historic events
you wanted to brush up on.
Another major perk is that
cramming right before sleep
really drives things home.
Memorizing things is
strangely easier with your
head resting gently on a pil-
low rather than your friend's
shoulder in an overlit class-
room. I can't remember how
many times I fell asleep in
front of my computer in the
middle of Rosetta Stone
exercise (which doesn't put
me to sleep during daytime,
by the way).
3. Sleep in fixed hours
Self-discipline is everything,
as some of my old mentors
would say. More than any-
thing it applies to forming
healthy habits, such as the
ones regarding your sleep.
Work out a sleep schedule
you want to follow and stick
to it, waking up and going to
bed at the same time. A great
tool for that is sleepyti.me.
Use this website to figure
out how many hours you
have to sleep in order to feel
good, and how many you
can skip without feeling
exhausted. Sleepytime oper-
ates under the impression
that waking up in the middle
of a sleep cycle leaves you
feeling groggy and
exhausted, but waking up in
between cycles keeps you
fresh and alert. So, if you
want to get enough sleep and
wake up feeling good, con-
sult sleepyti.me to do the
calculations before setting
your alarm.
4. Have a nightly ritual
Preparing for bed is a ritual
in its own, but you can
always take it up a notch if
you want. Do the same
things before retreating to
bed every night and soon
your body will start associat-
ing them with sleep. Relaxa-
tion and warm shower can
be a part of your nightly rou-
tine.Another way to stimu-
late your subconscious
through association is by
adding scents to your little
sleep ritual. Try using the
same soap or burning special
incense every night before
turning in. Scents have a
powerful connection to
memory and aromatherapy
will help you to relax.
5. Get bored
That's right, you heard me.
Instead of spending the night
browsing for items on Etsy
or getting engrossed in a
powerful detective thriller,
read something dull and bor-
ing, like the manual for your
new plasma TV. Or, if your 
Continued..Pg73
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More and more Muslim
parents in the west are
now voicing their desire
to give their kids a quality
Arabic education; some-
thing they themselves
didn't have. I am one such
parent. I want my kids to
have sound knowledge of
the language so that there
is no language barrier
between themselves and
their Book, the sunnah of
their prophet and their
own prayers.
Islamic schools all over
the country are doing their
best to address the issue of
Arabic studies. Having
visited nearly fifty of
them, I've come to some
conclusions about how
things are and how they
should be in this area of
study for our full time and
weekend/ after school
institutions. This series
will be an attempt to orga-
nize these thoughts in a
coherent and hopefully
beneficial fashion. In the
spirit of pragmatism,
expect no radical changes
at your local Islamic
school because of these
articles. It is my hope that
at the very least (a) this
will serve as food for
thought at the local level
in your community and
(b) bring like minds
together for a robust col-
laborative effort in bring-
ing together a powerful,
new and innovative cur-
riculum with realistic,
scalable goals.

PART 1: Do our kids want
to learn Arabic?
Generally, why do adults
learn a new language?
Most often because the
goal is to communicate in
that language. Generally
speaking then, why do
children learn a new lan-
guage? Most often
because their teacher told
them to. It isn't curiosity
that drives a child's Ara-
bic learning, it is an aca-
demic obligation. Arabic
education isn't only aimed
at achieving certain aca-
demic milestones, but also
injecting enthusiasm, curi-

osity and a love of learn-
ing the language into chil-
dren. I never get tired of
saying that the most
important thing you're
going to need to study
Arabic is motivation and
the first thing to fade
away into nothingness
when you embark upon

Arabic studies is also
motivation. This is a
major concern even for
adults so we shouldn't
overlook its paramount
importance in the context
of our children.
My personal vision for
installing this motivation
as a fixture in our chil-
dren's lives is the connec-
tion we can build between
them and the Qur'an,
more precisely Qur'anic
stories. At early grade lev-
els, we have to devise an
educational strategy not
just made up of illustrated
books that tell them what

the people said to their
messenger and what the
messenger said to his peo-
ple. I'm talking about a
training program for our
Arabic and Islamic studies
teachers where they learn
to turn into animated,
imaginative characters
making stories jump off

the page in the class room
giving our children the
feeling that they're stand-
ing at the edge of a cliff
watching water part as

they can hear enemy
horses charging towards
them and a cloud of dust
rising behind them! The
teacher tells this
AMAAAAZING story,
builds this incredible sus-
pense and then says, “and
you know what happened

next….”. At this point the
children have their eyes
bulging out of their sock-
ets, the look of concern
and curiosity invading
their facial expressions.
Some can't help them-
selves and cry out “tell us
teacher!” The teacher
recites the ?yah in an ani-
mated fashion bringing its
words to life in the class-
room without translating.
“The End.” “What?” the
children exclaim. “What
does that mean?” “You
mean you guys don't
know what that means?
OHOHOHHHO…Let me
tell you!” The teacher
takes a word from the
?yah and builds a story
around it and every few
seconds asks, “What was
that word again?” The
class screams out the
answer making the princi-
pal nervous about what's
going on in the class.
Animating the story is a
great way to spark curios-
ity and a fantastic covert
method of vocabulary
introduction. Word lists
on a page are boring and

students only remember
them as long as they are
studying for a test. Words,
even phrases that are
given a meaningful, mem-
orable context embed
themselves in the student's
mind. This, mind you, is
an alternative approach to
the early years of Arabic
learning, say 2nd grade.
This is just one means of
building excitement
around the subject. In a
later part of this series, I'll
talk a little bit more about
the grade level by grade
level academic targets we
should look to achieve.

Arabic Education for Our Children
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will is stronger than mine,
Moby Dick. The trick is to
keep reading past the point
of mere boredom until you
sink into oblivion.In other
words, whatever makes
you yawn, makes you
sleep.
6. Take caffeine and nico-
tine out of the diet
These two not only can
provoke insomnia, but also
add to your anxiety.
7. Watch how alcohol
affects you
When you suffer form a

sleep disorder, you may be
advised to decrease the
intake of alcohol. For a non-
drinker, 
however, even a small glass
of wine can work as well as
a magic potion that instantly
puts you to sleep. Monitor
your sleeping habits and
how your daily activity
affects them. It's possible
that drinking late at night
results in your inability to
enjoy sleep.
8. Get up and do something
If you just can't seem to fall

asleep, don't toss and turn or
stare listlessly at the ceiling.
Instead get up and do some-
thing relaxing (but not stim-
ulating like browsing the
web) until you start feeling
sleepy.
9. Wake up at the usual
hours (even if you didn't get
enough sleep)
It may be difficult at first,
but maintaining a healthy
sleep-wake cycle is more
important in the long run, as
it helps to form the habit. So
even if you're missing some

precious hours of sleep,
make an effort to get up at
the usual time to stay in
sync with the rhythm your
body is used to.
10. Get a sleep journal
You had a horrible night of
sleep but can't decide what
caused it? Get a sleep diary
to keep track of what you do
and eat before calling it a
night and how that affects
your ability to rest. Perhaps
finishing that burrito two
hours before sleep was not a
sound idea after all. Next

time, when in doubt, consult
your sleep journal.

Summing up: So, those
were the 10 Ways to Get Rid
of Insomnia. Some of them
old and tested, others new
and unconventional. Try
one, and maybe you'll save
yourself the pain of having
to hide those dark circles
with even darker shades.
You don't want your boss to
think you're having too
much fun, do you?

Republic
of Yemen 

Location and Area: 

Yemen is an Islamic Arab
country located in the south-
western of Arabian Penin-
sula, in the southwestern of
Asia. 
It is bordered by Saudi Ara-
bia to the north, the Sulta-
nate of Oman to the east,
Arabian Sea to the south
and the Red Sea to the west.
It has many islands along-
side the Red Sea and Ara-
bian Sea, the largest one of
all is the island of Suqutra,
around 150 km away from
Yemeni nearest coast. 
Ancient geographers used to
call Yemen "Arabia Felix".
In the Old Testimony it was
mentioned as the south and
it was said that Yemen’s
name was attributed to
(Aiman Ben Ya’arob Ben
Kahtan). In the Arabic cul-
tural heritage and as the
Yemenis themselves, its
name derived from the Ara-
bic word (Yuomn) which
means the blessedness or
welfare and this agrees with
the name of the ancient
name Arabia Felix. 
On the other hand, some of
the Arab historians said it is
called Yemen because it is
located in the right direction
of Al-Ka’aba. All in all, its
present name is “the Repub-
lic of Yemen “ 

Geographical Features
and Topography: 

Yemen has got a very spec-
tacular topography ranging
from high mountains to
mysterious dunes desert and
from fertile flatlands to
more than 2000 km of
breath-taking beaches on the
Arabian Sea in the south
and Red Sea in the west. 
The geographical features
are divided into five divi-
sions as the following: 
The Coastal Region is more
than 2500 km extended
alongside the Red Sea in the
west, the Gulf of Aden and
Indian Ocean in the south
and the Arabian Sea in the
east.  This region includes
the governorates of Aden,
Hodeiddah, Lahj, Abyan, al-

Maharah and parts of Had-
ramout. 

The Mountainous Region 

It begins in the north and
extends southward to the
area called Bab Al-Mandab,
where it makes a turn east-
wards alongside the Arab
Sea, ending in Al-Mahara.
The mountains highest

ranges from 1000 meter to
3600 meter above sea level. 

The mountainous region
contains several valleys
such as:  Valleys, whish
pour its waters in the Red
Sea, like Wadi Haradh, Wadi
Moor , Wadi Sordod ,Wadi
Siham ,Wadi Rasian Wadi
Zabeed and Wadi Moza’a . 
Valleys, which pour its
waters in the Gulf of Aden
and the Arab Sea, are Wadi
Tuban, Wadi Bana, Wadi
Ahwar and Wadi Hudram-
out. 
Valleys, which pour its
waters in the desert, are
Wadi Khap, Wadi Algoof
and Wadi Athnah in addition

to Wadi Harreap and Wadi
Jerdan and others. 
This region includes the
governorates of Sana’a,
Hajja, Al-Mahweat , Sa’ada
, Dhammar, Al-Bidha , Al-
Dhale and Taiz. 

The Region of Eastern
Plains: 
It is consisted of sedimen-
tary rocks and lies at the

eastern and the northern of
the mountainous region and
it spans is adjacent to it. It
reaches its maximum high-
est at 1000 meters and
waters drop to it from the
mountainous region. 
This region includes the
governorates of Al-Mahara,
Al-Jawf, Shabbwa, Hadh-
ramout and parts of the gov-
ernorate of Sa’ada. 

The Region of Al-Rub’o
Al-Khali (Empty Quarter) 

It is the Yemeni desert
region without plants and
characterized by its moving
dunes sands. In the past, the
Al-Rubo’ Al-Khali used to
be called the largest Yemeni

desert or Al-Ahqaf desert. 

The Yemeni Islands: 

There is a large number of
the Yemeni islands spread
alongside the Red Sea and
the Arab Sea. Yemeni
islands are characterized by
unique topography and spec-

tacular environment. 
The Red Sea includes the
largest number of the islands
which constitutes an archi-
pelago alongside the Yemeni
beach. 
The Island of Kamaran is
the largest and the most
important one in the Red
Sea, it is inhabited by people
and rare animals. There are
also the islands of Baklan,
Al-Tir, and Al-Fashet in the
north of Kamaran and in the
south of it there are the
islands of Zuqar and the
archipelago of Hunish which
includes the Greater Hunish
and the smaller Hunish,
while the island of Meyoun
controls the Strait of Bab
Al-Mandab and it splits it. 

There are also several small
islands; the important of
them are the islands of
Abdul-Kori, Al-Akhawin,
Samhah and Derrssah. 
In the Arabian Sea, Yemeni
islands spread close to each
other, the largest and the
most famous one of all is the
Island of Suqutra. 

Suqutra is a 3625 km². It is
located in the Indian Ocean,
some 450 km south of the
Yemeni economic city of
Aden but it is a part of Had-
ramout province of Yemen. 
With estimated population
of 45,000, Suqutra Island
has three geographical ter-
rains: the narrow coastal
plains, a limestone plateau
permeated with karst caves,
and the higher mountains
reaches to 5000 feet. 
The climate is generally
tropical desert, with rainfall
being light, seasonal
(winter) and more abundant
at the higher ground in the
interior than along the
coastal lowlands. 
The monsoon season brings

strong winds and high seas
making marine transporta-
tion from June to September
inaccessible. 
However, in July 1999 a new
airport opened in Socotra. 
The long geological isolation
of Socotra and its fierce heat
and drought have combined
to create a unique and spec-
tacular endemic flora. 
Surveys have revealed that
more than a third of the 800
or so plant species of Socotra
are found nowhere else. Bot-
anists rank the flora of Soco-
tra among the ten most
endangered island flora in
the world. 
One of the most striking of
Sucutra's plants is the
dragon's blood tree
(Dracaena cinnabari), which
is a strange-looking,
umbrella-shaped tree. Its red
sap was the dragon's blood
of the ancients, sought after
as a medicine and a dye. 
The island also has a fairly
rich bird fauna, including a
few types of endemic birds,
such as the Suqutra Starling
Onychognathus frater, the
Socotra Sunbird Chalcomitra
balfouri, Socotra Sparrow
Passer insularis and Socotra
Golden-winged Grosbeak
Rhynchostruthus socotranus.

Fourteen mammal and 175
bird species that live today
on the island have been
recorded as endemic species.
Being virtually isolated from
the rest of the world for a
long period, Suqutra remains
one of the most fascinating
places on earth. 
Its unique character with
greatest Biological diversity
makes Socotra a potential
candidate for designation as
one of the new 7 wonders of
nature. 
Suqutra Island has been
recently nominated to
become one of the new 7
wonders of natural monu-
ments. The competition is
adopted by the Swiss foun-
dation new7wonders.com to
choose the most wonderful
natural landscapes all over
the world. 
Minister of Tourism Nabil
al-Faqih stated that Suqutra
Island has been chosen to
participate in the competition
of the New 7 Wonders of
nature run by the Swiss
foundation "New7wonders"
via the Internet. 
Al-Faqih said that the minis-
try had finished necessary
procedures to register Suqu-
tra on the nominations list of
the Swiss foundation for
rivaling on the list of new
7Wonders of nature. 
Hadramout's governor
Abdullah Hajir affirmed that
the nomination of Socotra to
become one of the
new7wonders of nature
would create more opportu-
nities for tourist investment
and development. 

Yemen .. land of Arabia Felix (Profil)  1
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Driving the 2014 Honda
Odyssey, with vacuum-testing

family in tow

By Patrick Hong - Motoramic

Nobody talks about it. But everyone needs one in the house,
especially those with young children. And I’m not talking about
the refrigerator that has become a favorite afterschool destination
for my kids for snacks and drinks. It’s a close cousin though, also
a big box except for the wheels that can carry all the necessities
to the various afterschool activities. Sure it would seem more
exciting to drive a tough sport utility to baseball practices, but
none can offer you the roominess and the functionalities of a
“boring” minivan. After spending a good number of days in the
2014 Honda Odyssey, our family is hooked.
In 2013, the Honda Odyssey was the best selling minivan with
over 128,000 units sold. We can see why as the Odyssey has
proven to be the perfect road trip and vacation companion. With
the easy fold-flat 3rd-row seating stowed away, the cavernous
93.1 cu. ft. of what is remained in the rear can easily pack in a
week’s worth of camping gear: barbeque grille, two full-size ice
chests, 10-person tent (don’t ask why we need such a large size
shelter for our family of four), sleeping bags, pop-up shading,
etc. There is even some room left over at the top that I can see
through the back from the driver seat.
For our 11-year and 8-year old sons, the Odyssey is like a mov-
ing hotel, complete with the comfortable leather-wrapped 2nd-
row seats, plenty of space to store their books, games, snacks and
drinks. And the most important feature of them all is the roof-
mounted rear DVD entertainment system with the ultra wide
screen. Both boys agree resoundingly that the Honda minivan
“has everything they need. The bigger flat-screen DVD is awe-
some!” Every time I turn around to check, the boys with their
legs propped up, headsets on watching a movie while munching
on snacks; all make me wish to be in their place instead of driv-
ing. For 2014, Honda made modest changes on the Odyssey. The
exterior styling has new aluminum hood and front fenders,
revised front grille and lower fascia with integrated fog lights.
Inside, the center stack has a cleaned-up infotainment system
featuring a touchscreen LCD instead of a console full of confus-
ing buttons. Kudos to Honda for including lots of storage bins
and outlets to store small items and keeping our myriad of per-
sonal electronic devices charged.
Big news, at least for those that have experienced the pain of
cleaning after kids, is the inclusion the onboard HondaVAC vac-
uum in 2014 models. Don’t chuckle as I did when I first heard of
the feature announced at the auto show. After spending many
days on the road as a family, having a vacuum readily available,
and can be easily dragged out to clean up the minivan floor is
fantastic. Developed with Shop-Vac, the HondaVac does the job
perfectly. One complaint: the hose is just a touch short to reach
the front seat floor comfortably.
On the road, the Honda Odyssey’s 248-hp, 3.5-liter V-6 mated to
a 6-speed automatic gearbox provides adequate and smooth pull-
ing power driving the front wheels. The front MacPherson strut
and rear multi-link suspension setup is tuned for comfort, and
runs out of grip and howls a bit with its all-around Michelin Pri-
macy tires if you ask it to turn aggressively into the corners.
Steering feel? Well, don’t look for it to be razor sharp. However,
it does keep the car in the lanes easily without much effort.
My wife Elise comments, “Nothing really stands out on the
Honda Odyssey besides the exceptional comfort and storage.” To
car enthusiasts (my wife included), this isn't something to brag
about. But for a minivan, an often underrated family member that
just gets the job done with no complaints, I’d say the 2014 Honda Odys-
sey have fulfilled the mission perfectly.
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NASA discovers ‘Earth-like’ planet

SETI) 

Kepler-186f) 

“That is great news in
terms of looking for
planets which might
actually be similar to the
Earth, especially as the
kind of star it does orbit
- which is a very small
star - are amongst the
most common in the gal-
axy.”
The team believes it to
be a rocky planet.

Kane explained: “There
seems to be a transition
that occurs at about 1.5
times the Earth’s radius,
such that if the planet is
larger, then it starts to
develop a very substan-
tial atmosphere very
similar to what we see in
the gas giant planets in
our own Solar System.
“And so anything less
than 1.5 is probably
more like a rocky planet
that we are familiar
with.”

researchers estimate that
is bigger than our
planet, with a radius that
is about 10 percent
larger than Earth’s.
Kepler 186f travels
around a small and cool
star in the Cygnus con-
stellation. Of the five
planets in the system, its
orbit is furthest away
from the star and lasts

about 130 days.
Professor Kane, an
astrophysicist from San
Francisco State Univer-
sity, said in an interview
with the BBC: “Even
though it is orbiting a
star which is very differ-
ent from our Sun, the
planet itself - both in
terms of size and the
amount of energy it is
receiving from its star -
is the most similar
planet to our Earth that
we’ve yet discovered.

U.S.-based scientists
have discovered a
“rocky” new planet, con-
sidered to be the most
“Earth-like” planet dis-
covered so far, NASA
reported.
The new planet, Kepler-
186f, was discovered by
NASA’s Kepler tele-
scope. It is around 500
light years away from

planet Earth, a distance
that makes it invisible to
the naked eye, the BBC
reported.
The planet is located in
located in the “habitable
zone,” a specific distance
from the sun where liq-
uid water can exist on its
surface. It receives one-
third of the energy that
the Earth receives from
the sun.
Its mass, composition
and density are still
unknown to scientists but

NASA scientists discovered Kepler-186f, considered the most
“Earth-like” planet detected so far. (Photo courtesy: NASA)
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